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Minutes of the Thirty^eighth Convention

of Gamma Phi Beta

FIRST SESSION

THE first session of the thirty-eighth
convention of Gamma Phi Beta was

called to order at the Broadmoor
Hotel, Colorado Springs, Colorado, on

June 20, 1934, at 9:30 a.m., by Louise
Wyatt, Denver, Chairman of Conven
tion, who also made several announce

ments. After the singing of "Fidelity" by
the assembled convention, Mrs. Wyatt
turned over the chair to Millicent Hoff
man, International President, who pre
sided at the meeting. Charlotte White
acted as secretary, assisted by Alice
Camerer.
The fourth chapter of Ephesians, first

to sixth verses, was read by the Presi
dent who also led the regular opening
exercises.
All members of the Grand Council, all

province directors and all international
committee chairmen, except Louise Mars
ton, Faye Chatman and Marie Simmons,
responded to roll call ; all Greek-letter
chapters and all alumnae chapters, except
Ann Arbor, Springfield, Wichita, Fargo,
St. Paul, Spokane and Reno, were rep
resented by their delegates ; of the asso

ciations only Westchester, Dayton and
Lincoln were represented by delegates.
The President appointed the follow

ing committees : Findings�Lois Dehn,
Seattle, Chairman; Vera Ann Engdahl,

Alpha Zeta ; Christine Copus, Alpha Al
pha ; Alice Fitzgerald, Milwaukee ; Julia
Gibson, Nashville. Resolutions�Marion
Scott, Syracuse, Chairman ; Phae Van
Dusen, Alpha Lambda ; Harriett Flint,
Alpha Delta ; Jane Holabird, Berkeley ;
Constance Etz, Alpha Mu.
The President announced that Dorothy

Jennings, Director of Province III, would
be parliamentarian for convention, and
Lou Lou Bryan, Director of Province V,
would be chairman of the nominating
committee.
The President turned over the chair to

the Vice-president while she gave her re
port. Rewey Belle Inglis, Minneapolis,
moved that the President's report be ac

cepted with appreciation, seconded and
carried.
The President called upon the Parlia

mentarian to give the rules of procedure
for convention.
The President appointed Gladys Bor

land, Chicago, Censor for this meeting.
The President called for the report of

the Vice-President. Alice Haren, Kan
sas City, moved that the report of the
Vice-President be received with appre
ciation, seconded and carried.
The President called for the report of

the Treasurer. Charlotte Bush, Director
of Province II, moved that the report
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of the Treasurer be received with appre
ciation, seconded and carried.
The President called for the report of

the Executive Secretary. Gladys Law
rence, Los Angeles, moved that the re

port of the Secretary be received, sec

onded and carried.
The President called for the report of

the National Panhellenic Delegate. Fran
ces McDuffee, Boston, moved that the
report of the National Panhellenic Dele
gate be received, seconded and carried.
The President asked for a motion

changing the order of the day, and Lou
Beck, Director of Province VI, moved
that the convention proceed with the re

port of the Chairman of Expansion
seconded and carried. The President
called for the report of the Chairman of
Expansion who in addition to her own

gave the report of Iva Wright, Sub-chair
man for the Canadian district. Charlotte
Bush, Director of Province II, moved that
the report of the Chairman of Expansion
be received, seconded.
Helen Turnbull, Director of Province

VIII, spoke on southern expansion, giv
ing as possible fields : Duke, Sophie
Newcomb, Florida State College, Uni
versity of Southern Carolina, University
of Tennessee, University of Mississippi,
George Washington University, Ameri
can University, Agnes Scott, Greenville
Women's College and University of Ken
tucky. Miss Turnbull recommended that
the Grand Council seriously consider for
southern expansion : Duke, University of
Mississippi and Florida State College.
Frances McDufifee, Boston, recommended
that further consideration be given to
Massachusetts State College. The motion
to accept the report of the Chairman of
Expansion was carried.
The President called for the report of

the Censor.
The President called for a motion to

adjourn which was presented by Ruth
Powers, Gamma, seconded and carried,
and the meeting adjourned at 12:15.

SECOND SESSION
The second session of the thirty-eighth

convention of Gamma Phi Beta was

called to order at the Broadmoor Hotel,
Colorado Springs, Colorado, on June 20

at 2:15 o'clock, with the President in
the chair and Charlotte White acting as

secretary, assisted by Alice Camerer. An
nouncements were made by Louise Wyatt
and the President.
All members of the Grand Council, all

province directors and all international
chairmen, except Faye Chatman, Marie
Simmons and Louise Marston, responded
to roll call ; all Greek-letter chapters, ex
cept Alpha Eta, and all alumnae chap
ters, except Ann Arbor, Springfield,
Wichita, Des Moines, Fargo, St. Paul,
Tulsa, Spokane and Reno were repre
sented by their delegates ; of the associa
tions, only Westchester, Dayton and Lin
coln were represented by delegates.
Alice Fitzgerald, Milwaukee, moved

that the Opening Exercises be dispensed
with at this meeting and all meetings un

til the last one, seconded and carried.
The President called for the reading

of the minutes of the first session. Since
there were no additions or corrections,
the minutes were approved as read.
The President called for the report of

the Chairman of Inspection who, after
giving her general report, called upon
each of her province directors to report
in detail on their respective chapters. At
the conclusion of report from directors
of provinces I, II, III, IV and V, Rewey
Belle Inglis, Minneapolis, moved that the
convention be allowed a five minute re

cess but that no one leave the room, sec

onded and carried.
The President called the meeting to

order at the conclusion of the five minute
recess, and reports from directors of
provinces VI, VII and VIII were given.
Mary Baker, Kappa, moved that the

report of the Chairman of Inspection be
received, seconded and carried.
Announcements were made by Char

lotte White.
The President called for the report of

the Censor.
Cherie McElhinney, Rho, moved that

the meeting adjourn, seconded, carried,
and the meeting adjourned at 4:15 p.m.

THIRD SESSION

The third session of the thirty-eighth
convention of Gamma Phi Beta was
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called to order at the Broadmoor Hotel,
Colorado Springs, Colorado, on June 21,
1934, at 9:30 a.m., with the President in
the chair and Charlotte White acting as

secretary, assisted by Alice Camerer.
All members of the Grand Council, all

province directors and all international
committee chairmen, except Lindsey Bar
bee, Louise Marston, Faye Chatman and
Marie Simmons, responded to roll call ;
all Greek-letter chapters, except Sigma
and Alpha Omicron, and all alumnae chap
ters, except Ann Arbor, Springfield,
Champaign-Urbana, Wichita, Fargo, St.
Paul, Oklahoma City, Tulsa, Spokane
and Reno were represented by their dele
gates; of the associations, only West
chester, Lincoln and Dayton were repre
sented by delegates.
The President appointed Frances Mc

Duffee, Boston, Censor.
The President called for the reading

of the minutes of the second session.
Since there were no additions or correc

tions, the minutes were approved as read.
Announcements were made by Louise

Wyatt.
The President called for the report of

the Endowment Fund. Marguerite Reh
der, Director of Province IV, moved that
the report of the Endowment Fund be
received, seconded and carried.
The President called for the report of

the Finance Statistical Bureau. Janet
Wilbur, Alpha, moved that this report be
received, seconded. Mrs. Sullivan sug
gested that all discussion on her report be
left for the separate meetings she would
hold later with actives and alumnae. The
motion was carried.
The President called for the report of

the Crescent Reserve Fund. Virginia
Shannon, Theta, moved that the report
of the Crescent Reserve Fund be re

ceived, seconded and carried.
The President called for the report of

the Publicity Chairman which was read

by Charlotte White in the absence of
Louise Marston. Nancy Conklyn, West
chester, who was substitute for Mary
Herold Easterbrook, Director of Prov
ince I, moved that this report be received^
seconded and carried.
The President called for the report of

the editor. Helen Hough, Psi, moved that

the editor's report be received, seconded
and carried.
Lucy Gibson, Iowa City, moved that

the order of the day be changed and the
convention continue with the business
scheduled for the afternoon session, sec

onded and carried.
The President called for the report of

the Music Chairman. Marguerite Rehder,
Director of Province IV, moved that this
report be received, seconded and carried.
The President called for the report of

the Chairman of Scholarship, Literary
Exercises and Examinations. Harriette
Thompson, Denver, moved that this re

port be received, seconded.
Marguerite Rehder, Director of Prov

ince IV, moved that the meeting adjourn,
seconded and carried and the meeting ad
journed at 12:05 p.m.

FOURTH SESSION
The meeting was called to order at 2 :15

by the President who announced that the
discussion on Scholarship and Literary
Exercises would continue with an allot
ment of ten minutes for each subject.
The motion to receive the report of the

Chairman of Scholarship, Literary Ex
ercises and Examinations was carried.
Betty Patterson, Portland, moved that

we retain the Literary Exercises, sec

onded and carried.
Betty Patterson, Portland, moved that

the supervision of Literary Exercises be
in the hands of the province directors,
seconded.
Sara Finley^ Chairman of Inspection,

moved that the motion be amended to
read "and sorority examinations," sec

onded and carried. The amended motion
was carried.
The President called for the report of

the Camp Chairman. Marguerite Rehder,
Director of Province IV, moved that the
report of the Camp Chairman be received
with appreciation, seconded and carried.
Kittie Lee Clarke announced that a check
for $100.00 had arrived from Epsilon's
house board which it wishes to be the
nucleus of a camp endowment fund. This
is the second $100.00 gift to be received
by the camp as San Diego sent a similar
gift last year.
The President called for the report of
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the Rushing Chairman. Mary Lou Klauer
moved that the report of the Rushing
Chairman be received, seconded and car

ried.
The President called for the report of

the Censor.
Doris Cherry, Zeta, moved that the

meeting adjourn, seconded and carried
and the meeting adjourned at 3:25 p.m.

FIFTH SESSION

The fifth session of the thirty-eighth
convention of Gamma Phi Beta was

given over to separate meetings of Greek-
letter and alumnae delegates.

SIXTH SESSION

The sixth session of the thirty-eighth
convention of Gamma Phi Beta was

called to order at the Broadmoor Hotel,
Colorado Springs, Colorado, on June 22,
at 9:45 a.m., with the President in the
chair and Charlotte White acting as sec

retary, assisted by Alice Camerer.
All members of the Grand Council, all

province directors, and all international
committee chairmen, except Marie Sim
mons, Faye Chatman and Louise Mar
ston, responded to roll call ; all Greek-let
ter chapters, except Tau, and all alumnae
chapters, except New York, Ann Arbor,
Springfield, Champaign-Urbana, Wichita,
Des Moines, Fargo, Iowa City, St. Paul,
Oklahoma City, Tulsa, Reno and San
Francisco, were represented by their dele
gates ; of the associations only West
chester, Lincoln and Dayton were repre
sented by delegates.
The President appointed Cherie McEl

hinney, Rho, Censor.
The President called for the reading of

the minutes of the third and fourth ses

sions. Since there were no additions or

corrections to the minutes, they were ap
proved as read.
Announcements were made by the

President, Louise Wyatt and Charlotte
White.
The business of changes in constitu

tion, by-laws and standing rules was now

in order, the proposed changes having
been sent previously to the various chap
ters in accordance with the constitution.

Charlotte White moved that Article
III, Section 3(c) of the constitution
which now reads : "Each alumnae chapter
or association shall take its name from
the city or town in which it is founded,"
be amended to read : "Each alumnae chap
ter or association shall take its name from
the city or town in which it is founded
unless permission to use another name be

granted by the Alumnae Secretary," sec

onded and carried.
Charlotte White moved that Article

VIII, Section 2(b) of the constitution
which now reads: "Said Endowment
Fund shall be created from money on

hand already secured for such fund, and
shall be maintained by the national tax
of $3.00 from each initiation fee, rebates
from pins, and all gifts and subscriptions
to the fund," be amended to read: "Said
Endowment Fund shall be created from
money on hand already secured for such
fund, and shall be maintained by the in
ternational tax of $3.00 from each ini
tiation fee and all gifts and subscriptions
to the fund," seconded and carried.
Charlotte White moved that Article V,

Section 1(e) of the constitution which
now reads : "The newly elected officers
shall assume their duties upon the first
day of the second calendar month follow
ing the close of convention," be amended
to read : "The new Grand Council shall
assume its duties at the end of a joint
meeting of the old and the new grand
councils in the fall following convention,"
seconded and carried.
Charlotte White moved that Article

VIII, Section 2(a) of the constitution
which now reads : "The Gamma Phi Beta
Endowment Fund shall be a fund created
and maintained for benevolent purposes,
only the income therefrom being used for
such purposes until the principal there
from shall have reached $50,000.00," be
amended to read : "The Gamma Phi Beta
Endowment Fund shall be a fund created
and maintained for benevolent purposes,
only the income therefrom being used for
such purposes," seconded and carried.
Charlotte White moved that Section

3(d) of Article VI be added to the con

stitution : "Any chapter that fails to send
reports requested by international officers
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after a second request shall be sent a col
lect telegraphic request for this material,"
seconded and carried.
Charlotte White moved that Article

VI, Section 3(a) of the constitution
which now reads : "The officers of a

Greek-letter chapter shall consist of presi
dent, vice-president, secretary, treasurer,
corresponding secretary, librarian and
historian, elected for a term of one year.
Installation shall take place at least one
month before final examinations. The
officers shall be members who are carry
ing regular college work and who attain
the general scholastic average required
for graduation in the college in which
they are enrolled," be amended to read:
"The officers of a Greek-letter chapter
shall consist of president, vice-president,
recording secretary, corresponding secre

tary, treasurer. Crescent correspondent,
expansion chairman, scholarship chair
man, pledge trainer. Literary Exercises
chairman, rushing chairman, historian
and publicity chairman, whose term of
office shall be for one year. The president,
vice-president, recording secretary, corre
sponding secretary, treasurer, rushing
chairman and pledge trainer shall be
elected at the first regular chapter meet
ing in March, and the president shall ap
point the remaining officers within the
two weeks following her election. The
officers shall be members who are carry
ing regular college work and who attain
the general scholastic average required
for graduation in the college in which
they are enrolled. Installation of officers
shall take place at the second meeting of
the chapter in April. The new officers
shall sit in at Executive Committee meet

ings with the old officers during the inter
val between elections and installation. A
list of new officers on blanks provided by
Central Office shall be sent by the retir

ing corresponding secretary not later than
April 1 to the Chairman of Inspection,
the province director and the Executive
Secretary," seconded.
Jane Holabird, Berkeley, moved that

the amendment be amended by striking
out "Installation of officers shall take
place at the second meeting of the chap
ter in April," and substituting "Installa

tion of officers shall take place not later
than the second meeting in April," sec

onded and carried.
Vera Ann Engdahl, Alpha Zeta, moved

that the amended amendment be amended
to include "assistant treasurer" in the list
of officers, seconded and carried.
Jane Holabird, Berkeley, moved that

the amended amendment be amended by
striking out "The president, vice-presi
dent, recording secretary, corresponding
secretary, treasurer, rushing chairman
and pledge trainer shall be elected at the
first regular chapter meeting in March,
and the president shall appoint the re

maining officers within the two weeks fol

lowing her election," and substituting
"The president, vice-president, recording
secretary, corresponding secretary and
treasurer shall be elected not later than
the first regular meeting in March and
the pledge trainer, rushing chairman and
assistant treasurer may be either elected
or appointed, and the remaining officers
appointed within two weeks following
elections," seconded and carried.
The amended amendment was carried.
Charlotte White moved that Article

VI, Section 3(b) of the constitution
which now reads : "The officers of the
alumnae chapters and associations shall
consist of president, vice-president, sec

retary, corresponding secretary and treas
urer. The term of office shall be for one

year," be amended to read : "The officers
of the alumnae chapters and associations
shall consist of president, vice-president,
recording secretary, corresponding secre

tary, treasurer. Crescent correspondent,
expansion chairman, rushing chairman,
publicity chairman and alumna adviser,
whose term of office shall be for one year.
The president, vice-president, recording
secretary, corresponding secretary and
treasurer shall be elected at the regular
March meeting of the chapter and the

president shall appoint the remaining offi
cers within the two weeks following elec
tions. A list of officers on blanks provided
by Central Office shall be sent by the re

tiring corresponding secretary as near to

April 1 as possible to the Chairman of In
spection, the province director and the
Executive Secretary," seconded.
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Charlotte White moved that the
amendment be amended by striking out
"The president, vice-president, recording
secretary, corresponding secretary and
treasurer shall be elected at the regular
March meeting of the chapter and the

president shall appoint the remaining offi
cers within the two weeks following elec
tions" and substituting "The president,
vice-president, recording secretary, corre
sponding secretary and treasurer shall be
elected at the regular March meeting of
the chapter and the remaining officers
shall be appointed within the two weeks
following elections," seconded and car

ried.
The amended amendment was carried.
Charlotte White moved that Section

(e) be added to Article II of the by-laws :

"After a chapter has been installed, wom
en who are college graduates or who have
had as much college work as is required
of active members for initiation and
women who have had no college work
but who are taking special work in the
university may be initiated with the mu

tual consent of both the alumnae and ac

tive chapters, the province director and
the Grand Council," seconded and car

ried.
Charlotte White moved that Article

III, Section 1(h) of the By-Laws which
now reads : "There shall be but one class
of members, namely active members. Ac
tive members shall be those who fulfill all
obligations imposed by the sorority and
the chapter," be amended to read : "There
shall be but one class of members, name
ly active members. Active members shall
be those who fulfill all obligations im
posed by the sorority and the chapter.
A member may be excused from being ac

tive if and when her parent or guardian
sends a written statement to the chapter
that she is financially unable to continue
paying dues. This permission must be ap
proved by the alumna adviser and the
board of the house corporation, and may
be granted for only one term or semester.
This permission does not excuse members
who participate in social affairs of the
chapter from paying their share of the
expenses," seconded.
Allis Haren, Kansas City, moved that

the amendment be amended by striking
out "A member may be excused from be

ing active if and when her parent or

guardian sends a written statement to the

chapter that she is financially unable to

continue paying dues. This permission
must be approved by the alumna adviser
and the board of the house corporation
and may be granted for only one term or

semester. This permission does not ex

cuse members who participate in social
affairs of the chapter from paying their
share of the expenses" and substituting
"If a member cannot fulfill her obliga
tions, her case shall be decided upon by
the Executive Board of her chapter and
the province director," seconded and car

ried.
The amended amendment was carried.
Charlotte White moved that Section 3

be added to Article IV of the By-Laws:
"Any member found guilty of agitating
or participating in anti-fraternity move

ments shall be expelled by Grand Council
for disloyalty," seconded and lost.
Charlotte White moved that Article

XIII, Section 1(a) of the By-Laws which
now reads : "The sorority taxes, except
initiation fees, from all chapters, Greek-
letter and alumnae, shall be sent to the in
ternational treasurer not later than Janu
ary 1 of each year. Initiation fees are due
and payable to the chapter treasurer be
fore initiation," be amended to read :

"The sorority taxes, except initiation fees
and bound Crescents, from Greek-letter
chapters, shall be sent to Central Office
in two equal installments on November 1
and March 1 of each college year. Pay
ment for bound Crescents is due No
vember 1. Initiation fees are due and pay
able to the chapter treasurer before ini
tiation and must be sent immediately to
Central Office. Section 1(b) The sorority
taxes from alumnae chapters shall be sent
to Central Office not later than January
1 of each year," seconded.
Ruth Powers, Gamma, moved that the

amendment be amended by changing No
vember to December 1, seconded and car

ried.
The amended amendment was carried.
Charlotte White moved that the Stand

ing Rules, Annual Tax, which now reads :
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"All active members of Greek-letter
chapters shall pay an international tax of
$8.00 annually. Chapters shall pay a per
capita tax for all members in college and
on the chapter roll," be amended to read :

"All active members of Greek-letter chap
ters shall pay an international tax of
$8.00 annually. Chapters shall pay a per
capita tax for all members in college and
on the chapter roll unless they are ex

cused" (See By-Laws, Article III�Sec
tion 1(h), seconded and carried.
Charlotte White moved that the Stand

ing Rules, Obligations, which now read :

"All treasurers of Gamma Phi Beta shall
use the Butterbaugh System of budget
ing and auditing or some other system
approved by the Grand Council, and shall
make authentic reports as required to the
Finance Statistical Bureau" be amended
to read: "All treasurers of Gamma Phi
Beta shall use the system of budgeting
and auditing recommended by the Grand
Council, and shall make authentic reports
as required to the Finance Statistical Bu
reau," seconded and carried.
Charlotte White moved that the Stand

ing Rules, Membership, which now read :

"To become an alumnae chapter, there
shall be a minimum of ten members in
a group, which will make the internation
al dues amount to twenty-five dollars per
year. There must also be a guarantee that
such an amount or more will be paid for
five years," be amended to read : "To be
come an alumnas chapter there shall be a

minimum of ten members in a group who
are either life members or who are pay
ing annual international dues. There must
also be a guarantee that an equal amount
or more will be paid for five years," sec

onded and carried.
Charlotte White moved that the Stand

ing Rules, Taxes, which now reads :

"Each initiate shall pay an international
tax of thirty-five dollars ($35.00) which
shall include (1) life subscription to the
Crescent�$25.00, (2) tax to interna
tional treasury�$7.00, (3) Endowment
Fund�$3.00," be amended to read :

"Each initiate shall pay an international
initiation fee of $35.00 which shall in
clude (1) life subscription to the Cres-
CENT^�$25.00, (2) tax to international

treasury�$7.00, (3) Endowment Fund
�$3.00. This initiation fee shall be paid
in two installments of $15.00 at pledging
and $20.00 before initiation. Pledges who
are not initiated shall forfeit the $15.00
first installment payment," seconded.
Charlotte White moved that the

amendment be amended to include "(4)
international life alumnae membership,"
seconded and carried.
The amended amendment was carried.
Charlotte White moved that the fol

lowing paragraph be added to the Stand
ing Rules, Crescent subscriptions : "An
nual subscriptions to the Crescent shall
be $1.50," seconded and carried.
Charlotte White moved that the Stand

ing Rules, Taxes, which now read:
"Each alumna shall pay an annual tax
of two dollars and fifty cents to the inter
national treasurer which shall include ( 1 )
per capita tax�$1.00, (2) Crescent sub
scription�$1.50," be amended to read:

"(a) Each alumna, who is not an inter
national life alumna member shall pay an

annual tax of $1.00 to the international

treasury, (b) All members of Gamma Phi
Beta initiated before the establishment of
the international life alumnae membership
given with initiation may become interna
tional life alumnse members upon pay
ment of $5.00 cash to the international

treasury," seconded and carried.
Marie Murphy, Beta, moved that dis

cussion on scholarship be continued, sec

onded and carried.
Geraldine Benthey, Epsilon, moved

that the scholarship cornmittee of the ac

tive meeting recommend that the chapter
scholarship chairman submit the chapter
average, the average of all campus wom

en, and the list of chapter members be
low this average to the International
Scholarship Chairman in her regular
quarterly or semester report, seconded
and carried.
The recommendations of the active

chapter scholarship committee were re

ferred to a committee appointed by the
President.
The President called for the report of

the Censor.
Charlotte Bush, Director of Province

of Province II, moved that the meeting
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adjourn, seconded and carried, and the

meeting adjourned at 12 :00 noon.

SEVENTH SESSION

The seventh session of the thirty-
eighth convention was called to order at
the Broadmoor Hotel, Colorado Springs,
Colorado, on June 23, at 9:30 a.m., with
the President in the chair and Charlotte
White acting as secretary, assisted by
Alice Camerer.
The fourth chapter of Proverbs,

verses 5 to 10, was read by the Presi
dent who also led the regular Opening
Exercises.
All members of the Grand Council, all

province directors and all international
committee chairmen, except Louise Mar
ston, Faye Chatman, Marie Simmons,
and Lindsey Barbee, responded to roll
call ; all Greek-letter chapters, except Psi,
and all alumnae chapters, except Ann Ar
bor, Cleveland, Springfield, Toronto,
Champaign-Urbana, Wichita, Fargo, St.
Paul, Tulsa, Spokane and Reno, were

represented by delegates ; of the associa
tions, only Westchester, Dayton, and Lin
coln were represented by delegates.
Announcements were made by Louise

Wyatt, LaVerne Stover and Charlotte
White.
The President called for the reading of

the minutes of the fifth session. There
being no additions or corrections, the
minutes were approved as read.
The President called for old business.
Charlotte Bush, Director of Province

II, moved that the order of the day be
changed so that new business might be
considered, seconded and carried.
Lois Dehn, Seattle, moved that the

Grand President appoint a committee to
increase the endowment fund, seconded
and carried.
Marie Murphy, Beta, moved that a

committee be appointed to edit the infor
mation of the chapters placed in the
pledge manual, seconded and carried.
Lou Lou Bryan moved that the prov

ince directors require the use of the rush
ing manual, compiled by the International
Rushing Chairman, by those chapters
needing such a manual, seconded and
carried.

The President called for the report of
the Findings Committee. Lucy Gibson,
Iowa City, moved that the recommenda
tions of the Findings Committee be
adopted, seconded and carried.
The President called for the report of

the Committee on Resolutions. Marian
Scott, Syracuse, the chairman, moved
that her report be adopted, seconded and
carried.
Geraldine Benthey, Epsilon, moved

that the order of the day be changed, sec
onded and carried.
Alice Fitzgerald, Milwaukee, gave the

report of the scholarship committee.
Charlotte Bush, Director of Province II,
moved that this report be accepted, sec

onded and carried.
The President called for the report of

the Nominating Committee.
Charlene Johnson, Alpha Phi, moved

that the secretary be instructed to cast an
unanimous ballot for Mrs. Arthur Hoff
man for International President, sec

onded and carried.
The President made several announce

ments.
The tellers announced the results of the

vote for Vice-President. Louise Wyatt,
Denver, was elected Vice-President.
Delphine Johnson, Detroit, moved that

the secretary cast an unanimous vote for
Alice Camerer for Treasurer, seconded
and carried.
Frances McDuffee, Boston, moved that

the assembled convention express its deep
appreciation for the untiring efforts of
our retiring Vice-President, seconded and
carried.
Lou Beck, Director of Province VI,

extended an invitation from Province VI
that the thirty-ninth convention be held
in that province. The invitation was ac

cepted by the President.
The President called for the report of

the Censor.
Mary Lou Klauer, Alpha Sigma,

moved that the convention adjourn, sec

onded and carried. The President de
clared the thirty-eighth convention ad
journed, sitie die.

Respectfully submitted,
Charlotte Robertson White

Executive Secretary
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II. Reports
1. GRAND COUNCIL MEMBERS

Grand President
Madame Chairman and Members of Gamma
Phi Beta in Convention Assembled:
Your president submits the following brief

resume of the past three years' work. A more

detailed report of each department will be
given by the various chairmen and the other
officers.

The past three years have been difficult
ones in all walks of life but in spite of those
conditions Gamma Phi Beta has gone steadily
on. I lay this success to the co-operation and
loyalty of my fellow workers. Each and every
one of them has given unstintingly of her time
and wisdom, thus making my work comparative
ly easy and a joy. I wish to take this occasion
to thank them all.
It was a very wise convention that passed

the decision that Gamma Phi have a central
business office located in Chicago. At the last
convention the constitution was amended, mak
ing the Secretary of Central Office an Execu
tive Secretary. During my term I have turned
over to Charlotte White a great many responsi
bilities and she has proved herself a very
capable and invaluable Executive Secretary. At
first I was a bit anxious about having the office
in a different city than that of the president
but time has proved my fears were groundless.

You are probably wondering about our fi
nancial condition because of the disastrous
banking situation more than a year ago. I think
you will all be pleasantly surprised when your
Treasurer gives you her most gratifying re

port. She has guarded your funds most wisely
at a great expense of her own time. A large
number of our chapters are in better financial
condition than they were a year ago.

Naturally, with the depression, came a drop
in the number of paid alumnae members but
by persistent effort on the part of La Verne
Stover, our Vice-President and Alumnae Sec
retary, we are again going up hill.
I wish to welcome the five new chapters

that have come into our sisterhood in the last
three years, Alpha Tau, Alpha Upsilon, Alpha
Phi, Alpha Chi and Alpha Psi. I helped at the
installation of all but one of these chapters
and that one I have visited since its installa
tion. It has been with a great deal of pride that
I have initiated these groups that our Chair
man of Expansion, Louise Durst Smith, has or
ganized for us.

One of Grand Council's chief aims during
this administration has been to strengthen weak
spots and to guard our new chapters by means

of co-organizers. Sara Preston Finley, Chair
man of Inspection, has had supervision of this
work through the province directors. To her
we owe a great deal. Her only limitation was

lack of sufficient funds to work with. One of
my future hopes for the sorority is that we

can spend more of our money on this work for
the results have proved that it is a very wise
investment. The duties of the province direc
tors have been quite thoroughly planned by
Mrs. Finley and we now count on them for
much valuable information and help in regard
to chapter conditions.
Last October I had the pleasure of attend

ing National Panhellenic Congress. At that
time I found in what high esteem Lillian
Thompson, our N.P.C. delegate, is held by
the sorority world. It is a great asset to the
sorority to have such representation in so im
portant a field.
It has been our ambition to have all chap

ters working under a uniform system of fi
nancing. Butterbaugh's plan, which had been
tried, was found too difficult for practical use

so that has been given up and our own Finance
Statistical Bureau, under Mrs. Sullivan's lead
ership, has worked hard to organize a system
of our own. A great many chapters are now

working successfully under our Gamma Phi
system. To those of you that are still having
difficulty, my plea is to keep on trying and give
Mrs. Sullivan your utmost co-operation. I feel
that for the first time we are approaching a

workable, uniform system.
The other committee chairmen have given

generously of their time and accomplished the
desired result. One that did not attain our full
est desires is the publicity department. Letters
were sent out to chapters about publicity but
for some reason the results were not great.
During our convention discussion of this sub
ject I hope many of you will talk freely and
offer constructive ideas.
Throughout the country, sororities and fra

ternities are undergoing a wave of severe criti
cism. How are we going to meet it? We can

not counteract it by calmly sitting back. We are

going to have to prove to the outside world
our worthwhileness. This can be done in many
ways, a few of which I will mention. Scholar
ship�Sorority women are supposed to be a se

lected group. How can they be judged that way
if the scholarship is not above the university
average? Leadership�Not only in their own

group but in all college activities and co-oper
ating to the best of our abilities with faculties.
Philanthropic work among those less fortu
nate than ourselves. This need not always be
a matter of giving money. Oftentimes a little
friendship will help some one over a hard place
which will mean more than money and will
help remove the criticism that we are too self-
centered. Rushing�This has become too public
and too costly. I believe N.P.C. is striving to
overcome this. We must all help.
In the course of attending province confer

ences and installations I have had the privi
lege of visiting practically all of our chapters
and because of this privilege I am more proud
than ever of the pin I wear.- The time I have
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given to this work has been more than repaid
by the friendships and contacts that I have
made. May I wish for Gamma Phi all the suc

cess and happiness she so richly deserves. Re
spectfully submitted.

Millicent Hoffman
President

Vice-President and Alumn/e Secretary

Madam President and Members of Gamma
Phi Beta Assembled:
As vice-president and alumnae secretary of

Gamma Phi Beta, I submit the following re

port :

In the fall of 1931 letters were sent to all
towns in the United States and Canada where
there were ten or more Gamma Phis, but where
there was no alumnas organization. A list was

sent to each province director, giving the places
that were in her province. The result of this
form letter with other follow up letters from
the directors and your vice-president is thir
teen new associations and four chapters. The
associations organized are :

Kellogg, Idaho July, 1931
Olympia, Washington

September, 1931
Ottawa, Canada October, 193!
San Antonio, Texas March, 1932
Winter Park-Orlando, Florida

February, 1933
Norman, Oklahoma May, 1933
Montreal, Canada June, 1933
Buffalo, New York October, 1933
Topeka, Kansas November, 1933
Peoria, Illinois December, 1933
Westchester, New York

February, 1934
Two associations were re-organized : Boise,

Idaho, July, 1932, and Eugene, Oregon, Janu
ary, 1933.

Charters were granted to Iowa City, Iowa,
November, 1931 ; Omaha, Nebraska, April,
1932; Colorado Springs, Colorado, May, 1932;
and Wichita, Kansas, March, 1934.
Material on organizing has been sent to

Akron, Ohio, and Norfolk, Virginia. We hope
to have their petitions before convention closes.

During the summer of 1932, a letter was sent
to a Gamma Phi in each town in Texas urging
her to co-operate with the active chapters in
her state by getting dates with rushees and ask
ing her to assist those chapters.
In the summer of 1933 letters were sent to

every Gamma Phi living in Texas, Oklahoma
and Kansas urging rushing assistance. In most
of these cases the response of the alumnae was
most gratifying to us.

A questionnaire was sent to each alumnae
group this fall. From the response to these
(with the reports of your y;ovince directors)
we were able to get a clear picture of what
each group is accomplishing.
It has been a struggle for some of your

smaller associations to keep up their financial
obligations during these past three years. Grand
Council has done everything in its power to

keep all associations and chapters in good
standing, and, although the actual number pay

ing alumnae dues has fallen considerably, we

feel we are fortunate in having retained most

of our alumnas groups on our chapter roll and
in addition to have added seventeen new ones.

I should like to take this opportunity to thank
the province directors and all alumnae groups
for their splendid cooperation during the past
three years.

Respectfully submitted,
Laverne Stover
Vice-President

Treasurer

Through economies, postponement of Con
vention, and an income beyond the estimated
minimum, the financial condition of the So
rority, at the end of three depression years and
on the 60th anniversary, is exceedingly en

couraging.
For the years 1932-33, chapters paying in

surance premiums were excused from the camp
tax and the tax of others was reduced. The
Treasury paid the resulting difference in camp
income, which leaves the Camp Fund without
a deficit and with a $1,000.00 bond.
For the first time in the history of the So

rority, the Current Crescent Fund has a small
balance. Because of lowered interest rates on

sound investments, it will now be necessary to
allow $1.20 per year for each paid subscription
instead of $1.40.

Last Convention authorized the placement
of Sorority reserve funds with a trust com

pany. With the beginning of the August, 1933
fiscal year, the Crescent Reserve Fund was

transferred from the treasury to Harris Trust
and Savings Bank of Chicago under the En
dowment-Crescent Board. On the first of each
month, Crescent Reserve money is sent by the
Treasurer to that fund. By August 1, 1934, the
fund had reached $61,000.00.

Endowment money received by the Treas
urer each month is sent to Harris Trust and
Savings Bank for investment. During the past
year, insurance policies held by Rho, Sigma,
Theta, Chicago, Denver, Detroit, Milwaukee,
and Minneapolis-St. Paul, matured, adding
$8,000.00 to the fund which now amounts to
$63,000.00.
To avoid unfavorable exchange on Canadian

checks, varying from 1% to 20% discount, an

account was opened with the Canadian Bank
of Commerce of Walkerville, Ontario. This
bank did not close. It also pays 3% interest on
balance.

In February, 1933, the First National Bank
of Detroit closed with $7,141.54 of treasury
funds. Since that date the bank has paid off
50% and other pay-offs are promised. Inactive
in the closed bank are the following accounts:
Current Crescent, $1,238.94; Crescent Reserve,
$183.80; Endowment, $235.23; Treasury,
$1,912.79; Total, $3,570.77.

Grand Council has made every effort to
economize to meet depression conditions. We
have reduced the costs of operating each year
over the preceding one. To illustrate, the ex-
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penses of Central Office were $300 lower in
1933-34 than in 1932-33, expansion $900.00
lower, and Grand Council $600.00 lower. The
cost of Inspection increased because of the
larger amount of assistance needed by chapters
in rushing, supervision, and organization in
times of financial stress.

The Auditor's report follows :

Gamma Phi Beta Sorority,
c/o Miss Alice Camerer, Treas.
Pursuant to the request of Miss Alice Cam

erer, Treasurer of Gamma Phi Beta Sorority,
an examination was made of her books and
records for the period from July 25, 1931 to
June 30, 1934, which examination was limited to
the tracing of the recorded cash receipts to the
deposits in the banks and a comparison of paid
checks against supporting data comprising ap

proved vouchers, invoices and expense accounts,
a condensed summary of which is set forth in
Exhibit A.
In my examination of the disbursements, I

found that the paid checks were either signed
by the Grand President or were supported by
approval forms signed by her. With very few
exceptions the disbursements were supported by
original invoices or expense accounts of the re

spective payees.
The monies on deposit to the credit of the

Sorority at the closed First National Bank of
Detroit, at the National Bank of Detroit, and
at the Canadian Bank of Commerce of Wal
kerville were verified by direct correspondence
as of the close of June 30, 1934.
The bond shown in Exhibit A was examined

on June 30, at Miss Camerer's residence.

condensed statement of receipts and disbursements

JULY 25, 1931 TO JUNE 30, 1934

exhibit a

July 25, 1931
to

July 31, 1932
Cash Balance at the Beginning $ 5.772.83
Receipts (Exhibit A-1) 37,543.14

Aug. 1, 1932
to

July 31, 1933

$ 4,254.53
33,689.73

Aug. 1, 1933
to

June 30, 1934

$10,016.38
50,931.70

Total $43,315.97
Disbursements (Exhibit A-2) 39,061.44

Cash Balance at the End of Period $ 4.254.53

$37,944.26
27,927.88

$10,016.38

$60,948.08
48,849.59

$12,098.49

Balance at (closed) First National Bank�Detroit $ 3,570.77
Balance at National Bank�Detroit 3,938.73
Balance at Canadian Bank of Commerce�Walkerville 4,588.99

$12,098.49
On Hand for Camp Fund
Detroit Edison Co., General and Refunding Mortgage Gold Bond, 4 1/2%, #DM47578, Due
February 2, 1961, Par $1000, Cost $1035.25 including interest.

CONDENSED summary CASH RECEIPTS

JULY 25, 1931 TO JUNE 30, 1934
exhibit a-1

'^^

July 25, 1931
to

July 31, 1932

Active Dues . . $ 6,651.00
Publications
Alumnae Dues 2,522.45
Endowment 600.00

Camp> 1,914.50
Initiation 19,284.50
Insurance 2,336.94
Interest
Dividends 572.92
Rebates 1,440.51
Chapter Help
Insurance Dividends
10% from Closed Bank
General 2,220.32

Aug. 1, 1932
to

July 31, 1933

% 5,944.00
262.00

2,059.70
750.00

1,044.40
18,196.15
2,301.61

69.96

Aug. 1, 1933
to

June 30, 1934

$ 6,52400

2,079.00

2,939.95
25,358.50
1,706.23

91.63

1,388.01

Total (To Exhibit A)

' Includes Refunds.

.$37,543.14

1,673.90

$33,689.73

1,176.52
1,500.00
7,381.28
714.15

1,460.44

$50,931.70
(Exhibit A-l-a) (Exhibit A-l-a) (Exhibit A-l-a)
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CONDENSED SUMMARY OF CASH DISBURSEMENTS

JULY 25, 1931 TO JUNE 30, 1934
exhibit a-2

July 25, 1931
to

July 31, 1932

Camp $ 2,855.25'
Central Office 4,868.29
Convention 162.79
Crescent Current 5,562.64
Crescent Reserve:
Bonds Purchased $ 2,072.75
Cash�Miss Bebb 13,050.00
Charges

Total $15,122.75

Endowment $ 3,455.76
Insurance 1,638.14
Expansion 790.79
Grand Council 2,178.38
Inspection 1,219.38
Panhellenic 378.52
Publications 483.45
From Closed Bank
General 345.30

Aug. 1, 1932
to

July 31, 1933

Aug. 1, 1933
to

June 30, 1934

$ 2,132.99
3,752.68

4,'77'0.49

$ 2,617.40
3,495.62
6,743.77
4,305.53

$
6,000.00
155.00

$
14,000.66

$ 6,155.00 $14,000.00

$ 2,821.98'
2,301.08
1,064.46
1,381.46
1,551.28

25.00

$12,715.94*

'23l'.38
809.73

2,498.30
111.60

1,971 .46'
714.15
606.17

$27,927.88 $48,849.59Total (To Exhibit A) .$39,061.44

^ Includes cost of Detroit Edison Bond shown on Exhibit A.
^Includes $1,681.59 sent to Miss Bebb, Treasurer.
'Includes refund to H. H. Moore of $100.00 and $1,556.10 for cards from Brown and Bigelow.
* Includes $11,002.60 paid into this fund and also includes the insurance.

EXHIBIT B

Recommendations
(1) It is recommended that the Treasurer of

the Sorority should not be regarded solely as

an honorary officer, subject to frequent changes.
The proper fulfillment of the office requires cer

tain bookkeeping aptitudes not commonly pos
sessed by women. Furthermore, the system of
distributing to the proper accounts the monies
received requires considerable time to be mas

tered and hence not readily explained to a dis
tant person, such as a new treasurer.

(2) It is recommended that all cancelled
checks be kept for a period of not le^s than
eight years smce many debts are not outlawed
until after this period has passed.

(3) It is recommended that the physical cus
tody and the care of the renewal of the insur
ance bond of the Treasurer be placed in the
hands of Grand President.

(4) It is recommended that the books be
audited yearly.

Respectfully submitted,
E. C. Walmsley, C.P.A.

Executive Secretary
Madam President and Members of Gamma

Phi Beta in Convention Assembled:
Since the establishment of Central Office in

1924 there have been several secretaries in
charge of it, but I believe I am correct in saying

that I am the first one to remain in office for
two administrations and to have made a pre
vious convention report. This 1931 report con

tained a detailed account of the system I have
employed in running the office, and as it is
available to all interested members in the bound
Crescents which every chapter has, I hardly
think it necessary to take up the time of this
convention in explaining my filing system and
other routine duties. Suffice it to say that the
system has proved successful for me, that the
work has gone on as usual and, I hope, as satis
factorily as was expected. The volume of work,
however, has increased materially with our con

stant growth and through the education of
members to use this Central Office which was

established for their benefit. Chapters write
to me often and on varied subjects: for sup
plies, for advice, for interpretations of the con

stitution, etc. In some cases the letters should
have gone to other officers, but I have answered
them whenever possible because I have felt
it my duty to relieve our volunteer officers of as
much work as possible. With each year that
passes, the volume of work increases and it is
becoming more difficult for one person to
handle it.
Since funds are not available to appoint an

assistant to the secretary, it has been necessary
for your present secretary to devote a great
deal more than the customary eight hours per
day to the work. Obviously correspondence and
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routine duties must not be neglected. Under the
circumstances, it is only natural that I have
been discouraged because the lack of coopera
tion of our chapters has caused me unnecessary
work. I prefer to think that their inefficiency
may be attributed to ignorance of business
methods or the inertia of youth rather than to
lack of interest or a deliberate disregard of our
requests, nevertheless I have been handicapped.
Members oftentimes fail to realize that there
are other benefits to sorority membership aside
from the sentimental ones. As executives of
your chapter you are offered a training that is
invaluable to you later on. There is no reason

why the employment of business methods in
handling your chapter affairs should detract
from the sentimental side of membership. You
may have your ideals, the companionship of
sisters, the joys of membership, and still em
ploy business methods in your dealings. Gamma
Phi Beta has become a large organization and
to function successfully must be run on a busi
ness basis. No one realizes this more than I,
who have had eighteen years of business ex

perience.
The present administration has realized the

need of efficiency and has done everything pos
sible to promote chapter cooperation. At the be
ginning of this term of office, Mrs. Finley's
efficiency outline was sent to all chapters. Tliis
outline was a concise plan of chapter duties to
international. It was necessary to supplement
this with reminders to delinquent chapters in
the monthly news bulletins, but even so there
was little improvement in cooperation. Finally,
I decided to send to each chapter officer an in
struction sheet of her own duties, although the
president's book contains a list of chapter offi
cers and their duties. A copy of these instruc
tions was also sent to the chapter president,
yet the improvement was hardly noticeable. In
June, 1933, therefore, I recommended to the
Grand Council that I write personal letters to

chapters that were delinquent, as I believed the
personal touch might have some effect. Accord
ingly, in September, 1933, I wrote a letter to
each chapter president, telling her that she, as

head of her chapter, was responsible for the
officers under her and that if they failed in their
duties, the reflection would be on her leader
ship. With this letter, I enclosed an efficiency
outline for her own guidance, and the individ
ual instructions for each officer which I asked
her to read and give to them. I requested an

acknowledgment of this material, but it was

two months before some of them came in.
Under this new plan, at least we were success

ful in securing most of the reports needed, al
though many were so late that they were of no
value to us when they did arrive. I shall not at
tempt to give you a resume of the entire record
which I kept, but I do want to give you an

example of the difficulties I have encountered,
even under this new plan.
One of the duties of the corresponding sec

retary is to send to me a list of members at

the beginning of each term. We need this list
because naturally we want to know the per

sonnel of our chapters and because it is needed
in compiling the Crescent mailing list. Ob
viously, it must be sent promptly as the Cres
cent cannot wait for delinquent chapters. One
month after the instructions had been sent out,
thirty-nine chapters had failed to send chapter
rolls to me, and I wrote personal letters to all
of them. Within another month all but five
had come in, and it required another letter and
another month to secure these five. It took me

nearly three months to get in these lists, and
many of them were too late for the December
Crescent. The delinquent chapters were genu
inely sorry to have inconvenienced me, never

theless no apology could alter the fact that they
had been inefficient or bring back to me the
hours I had spent in writing to them. No doubt
each of you feels that your own chapter has
not contributed greatly to my difficulties, but
please consider that your chapter is only one of
many. Just multiply the number of letters I
have written to you, taking into consideration
the material, stamps and time used, by the total
number of chapters, and you will see what I
mean when I say that my work has been handi
capped by your failure to cooperate.
I do want to impress upon you, however, that

there has been an improvement in efficiency
and that I am grateful to the chapters that have
made an effort to cooperate. The improvement
is hardly great enough to warrant the giving
of an efficiency award, nevertheless it seems to
me that any chapter that can be graded as per
fect is entitled to special recognition, and we

do have one such chapter : Alpha Delta chapter.
Alpha Delta has always cooperated well, but
this year, under the capable leadership of Har
riet Flint who will continue next year as its
president, the chapter has anticipated all my
requirements.
Before I leave this subject, I want to im

press upon you that there is a definite need for
a second officer in Central Office. The work is
entirely too heavy for one person. In addition,
it is practically impossible for one person to
function in an executive capacity and at the
same time be her own file clerk, her own ste

nographer, her own mailing clerk and take care

of the countless other routine duties of the
office. No one knows better than I that the
funds are not available at this time, but for
the sake of my successors, I hope that you will
keep this thought in mind, and that at some

future time an effort to endow our central
office, such as has been done by other sororities,
will be made.
With reference to the Education Department,

of which I am chairman, the only big venture in
the way of a Gamma Phi Beta publication has
been the printing of our pledge manual, pre
viously sent to pledge trainers in mimeographed
form. Before the manual was published, chap
ters were asked to send pictures of their houses
and brief reports of their traditions, famous
members, important happenings, etc. We feel
that many of the chapters sent contributions
that were unworthy of their fine histories and
that some could have sent more attractive pic-
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tures of their houses, and we hope that chapter
alumnae will cooperate in sending us better ma
terial. A new edition is published each sum

mer, at which time changes may be made.
You will recall that the 1931 convention au

thorized the publication of a statistical Gamma
Phi Beta history when funds are available.
Funds are not available yet, but we feel we

should be accumulating the material for this
history. Prior to 1929 chapters were dilatory
about sending in their annual histories, and
there was practically no material relating to the
histories of chapters for the previous years on
file in Central Office. Since 1929 we have made
a great effort to secure these annual histories
which are due each June, and do have them for
the majority of chapters although many have
not responded at all, for example there are still
due four chapter histories for 1932-33. Believ
ing that many chapters must rely upon the
memories of their alumnas in compiling a rec
ord of the early years of their existence, and
realizing how unreliable memories may be, Mrs.
Chatman and I decided that it would be ad
visable to secure promptly from chapters as
much statistical information as they could ac
cumulate. We, therefore, sent out in the fall
of 1932 a questionnaire covering 13 points which
we asked alumnae advisers to fill out and return
to us within six months, allowing this time so

they could circularize their alumnae. Of these
questionnaires, due in March, 1933, we have re
ceived material only from Alpha Xi, Zeta, Pi
Phi, Alpha Tau, Alpha Delta, Xi, Mu, Alpha
Phi, Alpha Lambda, Theta, Alpha Gamma,
Omicron, Nu, Alpha Rho, Kappa, Sigma and
Alpha Omicron. We feel that the other chap
ters have now had sufficient time to compile this
material, and earnestly request that they send
it m promptly. With this material and the an
nual histories, we shall be ready to start the
statistical history of Gamma Phi Beta at a
moment's notice.
A bulletin for housemothers, compiled by

Mrs. Finley, was mimeographed, bound and
sent out to all chapters occupying houses by
Central Office in 1932-33. The bulletin is ex
cellent and has received many favorable com
ments.
Because of the bank moratorium and the

subsequent tying up of our funds in the Detroit
bank, our income for 1932-33 was depleted
considerably. Fortunately, because of Miss
Camerer's efficient management of our funds,
this money represented only current income as
all principal had been sent to the trust company
handling our endowment funds at regular in
tervals for investment. Having a smaller in
come, however, handicapped the publication of
our Crescent for the year, and it was necessary
to make up the loss by cutting down on the
size of the magazine and the number of illus
trations. The loss has now been made up, and
in future the Crescents will be their usual
size. We wish to thank our subscribers for their
consideration during this trying time. Since last
convention, there has been a change in the ap
pearance of the Crescent. It is larger in size.

and is now printed in a double column to

facilitate reading. This was done without any
additional cost, as a matter of fact the cost

per issue is slightly less because of the saving
in composition and paper. Mr. Banta has been
most cooperative with us. Prior to the estab
lishment of the N.R.A. , costs of labor and ma

terial were reduced at various times, and he
has protected our interests and given us the
benefit of these reductions. With the coming of
the N.R.A., costs of course went up, but we are

fortunate in having with Mr. Banta an in
definite contract which is not influenced in any
way by the various codes as the Board has ruled
that existing contracts may stand as they now

are. If, however, we should at any time cancel
this contract and change publishers, we shall be
forced to make a new contract under the
N.R.A. codes and our costs of production of the
Crescent will be increased materially.
With reference to the N.R.A., there has been

considerable disturbance during the past year
over pins. In the jewelers' code has been in
serted a clause that prevents the pirating of
fraternity pins where fraternities have definite
contracts with official jewelers. This clause has
aroused the wrath of the non-official jewelers
who for years have made a fat profit out of
selling fraternity pins illegally to members and
non-members of fraternities and sororities. It
is true that many organizations including Gam
ma Phi Beta, have trade-marked their pins,
which means that no one but the manufacturers
with whom they have contracts may manu

facture them, bul it is equally true that the
pirate jewelers were perfectly aware that they
could avoid prosecution by keeping their
identity hidden. This they could do by selling
their jewelry through salesmen who claimed
they did not know who the manufacturers were,
or by placing them in pawnshops and pretend
ing that they were pawned pins. They also
knew that fraternities would hesitate to involve
themselves in expensive lawsuits, even as a mat
ter of principle. The situation has been a seri
ous one for Gamma Phi as well as for others.
During this depression, everyone has had fi
nancial troubles and has wished to save as

much money on purchases as possible, and these
pirate pins, inferior as they are in most cases,
have flooded the fraternity world. Warnings
have been sent to chapters that they must not

buy their pins from other firms, editorials have
appeared in the Crescent, and still we hear
aiiout pirate pins which have been bought by
our girls. They fail to realize, or are uncon

cerned about, the fact that encouraging these
pirate jewelers will make it possible for non-

members to purchase our pins, for these
jewelers do not care whether or not a girl is a

member of Gamma Phi Beta when they wish
to make a sale. Violation of the clause of the
code in question, however, means that they will
be dealing with the United States Government,
and they hesitate to become involved under
these circumstances. I feel that this is the first
genuine protection we have ever had, and I hope
that each one of you will give her cooperation
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in retaining this clause in the code. Your loyalty
to Gamma Phi Beta demands it.
The depression, with its financial difficulties,

has threatened the fraternity system. Gamma
Phi Beta, too, has had its troubles and has been
handicapped by lack of funds with which to
send help to its chapters, to weather the storm.

By using the greatest economy in maintaining
our organization and through the assistance of
the Endowment Fund Board, we have been able
to send some assistance to a number of chap
ters, such as co-organizers, rushing help and
actual loans. We have been amazed by the
amount of help which our rivals apparently
have been able to give their chapters, and since
many of them are younger than Gamma Phi
and have comparable chapter rolls, it was

difficult to understand where they were getting
the funds, if they relied as we do upon our dues
for maintenance. After inquiring around, I
found that some organizations have endow
ments for the express purpose of maintaining
their organizations, and I determined to send
out to all N.P.C. sororities a questionnaire rela
tive to their endowment funds. Most of them
were quite willing to supply me with this in
formation. While I realize that any discussion
of our endowment fund should not under ordi
nary circumstances originate with me, never

theless I feel that you are entitled to know the
result of my investigation. I found that some

of our rivals have endowment funds that are a

great deal larger than ours because they were

started years before ours was started, and that
others have funds equal to ours or slightly
lower. What interested me the most was that
their first consideration, in all but a few cases,
was the endowment of their national organiza
tions, and that they had at their disposal for
maintenance purposes the incomes from these
endowment funds in addition to their annual
dues. I did not wonder then how it was pos
sible for them to do so much more than we

were able to do.
Some of these organizations have separate

scholarship loan funds, but many of them have
revolving funds for loans which are not in
vested but are kept in circulation all the time.
When one girl repays her loan, it is ready to

help another girl. etc. The onlv two mentioned
in the questionnaire were for $5,000 and $6,000
respectively. By taking care of this problem in
this way, these sororities are able to keep their
regular endowment incomes intact for bene
fiting the entire sorority, and are not expend
ing their incomes upon only a small percentage
of their membership.
Our endowment fund is now approximately

$65,000.00. A concerted effort to increase it has
been made only during the last ten years, and
it is a splendid achievement that it has_ reached
such a large figure in such a short time, but
many of our most important rivals started their
endowments thirty or forty years ago and have
large sums invested, and it is against these
organizations that we must compete. It takes

money to compete, especially in these hard
times, and Gamma Phi Beta must use all its

resources to keep its chapters on a par with
their chapters. Our endowment constitution
states that the income from our fund may be
used (1) for scholarships, (2) for loans to

girls to assist in their educations, (3) the in
come from the fund may be used for the benefit
of the sorority at the discretion of the Board.
The benefit of the entire sorority is placed last,
and with an income as small as ours there is
seldom anything left over for this third pur
pose. During the past three years, the Board
has assisted us generously with the financing
of co-organizers and other help to chapters, but
this help has not been nearly enough, even with
the contributions from the treasury which has
supplied the greater part of the money used in
this work.
I know that everyone agrees with me that

there can be no more commendable philan
thropy than to assist our members to complete
their educations, and that we cannot put our

money, to better use, if by doing so we are not
sacrificing our international standing. I firmly
believe that our international standing should
be our first consideration, and our only con
sideration if funds are available for only one

of these two purposes. It has occurred to me

that you might be interested in knowing how
the members we have helped to complete their
educations have shown their appreciation by
remaining active members. I find that six of the
forty-seven members we have helped are still in
college and that five of them are active mem

bers in their chapters. This is most commend
able, but the record of our alumnas who re
ceived assistance in their undergraduate days
is not so commendable. Of the forty-one alum
nae, only four members are active this year,
only one has been consistentlv active since leav
ing college, and only six of the entire group
have paid dues at all since leaving collese.
Twenty-eight out of the forty-one live in cities
where we have alumnae groups.
In addition to the principal of our endow

ment fund, there is an accumulated income ac

count, composed of the annual income from our

investments and the repaid loans of individuals,
which is not returned to the principal. It is my
understanding that this fund is approximately
$5,000.
My plan would be to use this $5,000 ac

cumulated income account, and if necessary add
a small amount from our principal to it, for a

revolving scholarship loan fund, then use the
annual income from our endowment fund for
the express purpose of benefiting the entire
sororitv through sending co-organizers, rush
ing and other help to new and needy chapters.
The revolving loan fund could be increased by
voluntarv eifts or by contributions from chap
ters or with Founders Day pennies. The income
from our endowment fund is not large. $65,000
invested at from 4 to 5 per cent will not yield
an annual income of more than $2,500. but you
can't imagine how much good even this small
sum will accomplish in benefiting our chapters.
Obviously, we cannot perform this task en

tirely from a fund supplied only by dues. Our
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rivals have endowment incomes in addition to
dues, and from an N.P.C. report, I have figured
that the average of N.P.C. active chapter dues
per year is $13.27. Our dues are $8.00. Some of
these dues include life subscriptions to their
magazines or life membership, but the average
initiation fee of N.P.C. is $34.14, and there is
an average pledge fee of $8.27 which is not in
cluded in the initiation fee in any case, so you
can see that our fees are in no way excessive
in comparison to those of others.
I want to remind delegates of the following

chapters that I was not sent their lists of de
ceased members which are needed for the Me
morial Service. These should be prepared im
mediately and given to me before the service:
Beta, Delta, Epsilon, Eta, Theta, Kappa, Mu,
Nu, Xi, Tau, Phi, Chi, Psi, Omega, Alpha
Alpha, Alpha Epsilon, Alpha Zeta, Alpha Eta,
Alpha Theta, Alpha Iota, Alpha Lambda, Al
pha Mu. Alpha Omicron, Alpha Pi, Alpha Tau,
Alpha Phi.
Before I close this report I wish to thank

the Grand Council, the Province Directors, the
international chairmen and the chapters and as

sociations for their cooperation. I have enjoyed
exceedingly the many letters I have received
from you all, and it is a pleasure to have this
opportunity of becoming personally acquainted
with so many whose names are familiar to me.

Do write to me often, and please do not con
strue my little lecture on efficiency to mean

that I don't want your letters, for I do. I am

only pleading for efficiency in keeping your rec

ords, and your help in keeping mine, up to date.
May I depend upon you to take back this mes

sage to your chapters?
Respectfully submitted,

Charlotte White
Executive Secretary

Recommendations

I hereby recommend that:
1. Alumnae chapters and associations pay par

ticular attention to Article VI, Section 2 of the
constitution which states "None but members
of the sorority shall be admitted to the meetings
and none but active members shall vote, hold
office or transact any business of the sorority,"
and the By-Laws, Article III, Section (h)
which states: "Active members shall be those
who fulfill all obligations imposed by the so

rority and the chapter," and make certain that
their members are in good standing before they
elect them to offices in the chapter.

2. Active chapters instill into their initiates
the fact that purchasing a pin from other than
our official jeweler is a misdemeanor and an

act of disloyalty to their sorority.
3. Our Endowment Fund constitution. Sec

tion 7 (e) be amended to provide that the in
come from this fund shall be used for the gen
eral good of the entire sororitv and not for the
benefit of a few members, and that a revolving
loan fund to take care of girls who need help
in completing their educations be set aside.
4. Chapter officers pay closer attention to

their duties and that they make an especial

effort to have all reports, dues, etc. in on time.
5. Chapters elect to offices the girls they feel

will fulfill their duties capably.
6. That there be an assistant treasurer from

the sophomore class elected each year, this
officer to help the treasurer, to familiarize her
self with the duties of treasurer with the ex

press intention that she be elected to this office
for the following year.

National Panhellenic Congress Delegate

Madam President and Gamma Phi Beta in

Convention Assembled :

The twenty-third National Panhellenic Con
gress met in Chicago, October, 1933. Its dis
cussions and resolutions brought out the fact
that at present the depression is the force be
hind most lines of action proposed for the next
two years. N.P.C. had been steadily fostering
the growth of new nationals, feeling that more
were needed to accommodate the large number
of girls going to college. But during the last
three years of financial trouble, the number of
girls able to join sororities has dwindled. The
new sororities have found it difficult to keep
going. The result has been that only two were

able to meet the requirements for N.P.C. mem
bership, and the others were forced to merge
with stronger groups. Beta Sigma Omicron and
Phi Omega Pi were given full membership.
There are no longer any associate members.
Another policy receiving especial attention is

economy. N.P.C. urges lower rush costs,
simpler houses, less expensive entertaining, and
in short, economy along all financial lines in
keeping with the lowered incomes in the houses.
It is also stressing dignified publicity to ac

quaint the public with the value of fraternities,
and to combat the anti-fraternity activities
which are appearing once more. We are all
having to choose with care what we will spend
our money on, and those who dislike us are

quick to point out extravagance in expenditure.
We must reduce the cost and increase the value
of our organizations to meet this scrutiny.
Scholarship has long been the care of all

N.P.C. members, and we must emphasize it still
more. Some of the men are trying what they
call the preceptor-tutorial system to arouse an

interest in study. A chapter will give room and
board to some advanced student and in return
he assumes the leadership in arousing an in
terest in things intellectual. He is not a mere

tutor, though he helps those who need it. Nor
is he necessarily a member of the fraternity,
but he must be a person of character and in
fluence, able to kindle a genuine interest in the
many problems of our day.
N.P.C. has not ceased to stress its policy of

cooperation with all college authorities, and to

urge you to remember that you are first college
students, and second sororitv members.
There are a few old N.P.C. rules that con

tinue to be misunderstood and to cause trouble.
1. A released and broken pledge are the

same, and require the lapse of a year before a

new pledge can be made.
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2. The signing of a preference slip binds a

girl not to pledge anything for a year.
3. A pledge holds for a year, even though the

girl goes to another campus.
4. Panhellenic offices are determined by rota

tion, not by election. These rules must be ob
served, and I want you to watch for infrac
tions and to refer to your manuals.
The newest policies on the college campus

originated among the active girls themselves,
and in response to the depression. These are

first the quota system, which strives to equalize
pledging and so fill the houses. While it does
not work perfectly, it has helped a good many
groups, and is an expression of Panhellenic
good will and solidarity. Then the fee to
rushees is another new thing. It seems to have
originated in Seattle, and has not been widely
adopted yet, but will be tried out more next

year. The expense of rushing girls who cannot
or will not join sororities, is on some campuses
a heavy burden. The fee puts this burden partly
on the rushee.
In order to find out how Gamma Phi had

met these hard times, as compared with other
sororities, a questionnaire was sent to you. The
replies to the fourteen questions have been
tabulated, and some interesting facts emerge.

Respectfully submitted,
Lillian W. Thompson

N.P.C. Delegate

Chairman of Expansion

It may interest you to know that your present
Council has been more interested and concerned
over strengthening and building up its chapters
than in adding new ones. The fact that we have
added four chapters to our number since last
convention would indicate that we had felt
these to be groups we could not afford to lose.
The first chapter to be admitted under the

new Council was Alpha Upsilon at Penn State,
State College, Pennsylvania, in Province I. The

group had been known as the Laodelphia Club
and had been under observation for some time.
The earlier inspection had taken place sorne six
or seven years before, and since that time a

marked change had taken place. The same in

spector at this later time recommended both
the college and the group with enthusiasm. The
first line sororities were just beginning to go

in, Delta Gamma in 1930, and Kappa Kappa
Gamma and Kappa Alpha Theta in 1931, so that
it was the strategic time to enter if we ever

expected to have a chapter there.
Mary Herold Easterbrook made the official

inspection and spent several days on the cam

pus with the girls so that she knew each girl
personally. She urged our acceptance of the

group, for she felt that they were fine, worth
while girls, well equipped to carry on Gamma
Phi tradition. They stood well on the campus
and carried off many campus honors. We had
the advantage of having two interested Gamma
Phis there, Mrs. C. W. Stoddart, a charter
member of Iota, and Mrs. H. H. Seamens of

Alpha Delta, who has acted as their adviser and

been a pillar of strength to them. There was so
much favorable comment from so many sources
that the Council felt it wise to grant the charter,
the chapters ratified that action, and Mrs. Hoff
man, International President, installed them.
We feel that they are going to be one of our
strong, dependable chapters.
The second group to become Gamma Phi was

the Zetalethian Club at Colorado College, Colo
rado Springs. This field has been watched by
the previous Expansion chairman and by in
terested alumnae in Colorado. Sororities had
not been allowed on the campus until May,
1931, though previous to that time, four literary
societies had taken their place. When it first
went into office, Katherine Glendinning sent me
a detailed and complete report of the situation
there with the recommendation that we take
one of the four existing locals. She and Mrs.
Wyatt of Denver made the official inspection,
and both were enthusiastic. The college and the
group were most acceptable to the Council, and
upon the favorable vote of the chapters, a
charter was granted. Alpha Phi is a strong, well
unified group and has the enthusiastic support
of a loyal alumnae chapter.
The third charter granted was to Alpha Chi

at the College of William and Mary, Williams
burg, Virginia. This was done by colonization,
and we consider it a real achievement because
we had been most eager for years to have a

chapter there, and there seemed not the remot
est chance of it. The college had decreed that
there were to be no more sororities on the
campus._ Helen Harrison Bicklehaupt, Gamma,
then living in Richmond, accomplished the im
possible. She had interviewed Dr. Chandler,
President of William and Mary, but nothing
apparently had come of it. The Commencement
Day, Dr. Chandler asked her to come in to dis
cuss the matter, and after what seemed like
an inauspicious beginning, he gave his permis
sion to colonize. To quote Mrs. Bicklehaupt,
"It seemed a desperate hazard to try to form a

chapter in the summer when the student body
was scattered." Mrs. Bicklehaupt spent much
of the summer meeting various girls, in groups
or singly, with other alumnae. A careful in
vestigation was made in all cases by alumnae
and through other sources so that we might
start with a splendid nucleus. Miss Ann Chap
man, Gamma, who had been in Williamsburg
for years, was of great help in this as in all
other ways. By splendid cooperation on the
part of the presidents of the chapters in the
province we were able to get the vote during
the summer vacation. By September twelve
girls had been pledged, had a charming house,
and though the installation did not take place
till January, Gamma Phi took her rightful place
on the campus at once, rushing and pledging
eleven more girls. Nancy Conklyn, Zeta, acted
as their co-organizer, and her great charm,
combined with real efficiency, was of the great
est help to them. To Helen Bicklehaupt, Ann
Chapman, and Margaret Sorg go much credit
for our acquisition of this group.
The fourth and last group to become a Gam-
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ma Phi chapter is Alpha Psi at Lake Forest
College, Lake Forest, 111. That too had been
under consideration for some time, but when
it came up before, the trend for sororities was

for the large university. Also at that time some

of the chapters in the province were opposed to

entering Lake Forest. Now we have come to
feel that some of our best opportunities are in
the small, select college, and National Pan
hellenic is encouraging that tendency. An ad
viser on colleges in one of the largest Chicago
high schools and an authority on college rating
and conditions says, "Lake Forest has long
been noted for the superior type of girl it
draws. They are practically all sorority ma

terial."
Theta Psi, the local at Lake Forest, was

founded in 1905, and became interested in
Gamma Phi because so many of its members
became Gamma Phis later. It was at the in
sistence of Epsilon and Chicago Alumnae that
we gave Theta Psi another inspection, this time
with the entire Council acting as inspectors. We
were all convinced that Theta Psi had a group
of girls, both active and alumnae, whom we

wanted for Gamma Phi. With the approval of
the chapters, the charter was granted, and Al
pha Psi was installed by Millicent Hoffman on

May 19, 1934. I feel sure that these girls are

going to prove a valuable addition to our mem

bership, and that we will be proud of them in
every way.
Of these four, three were locals, and one was

a colonized group. They are in Provinces 1, 2, 5,
and 8. As time goes on, I am sure that they
will be an added strength, in their various sec

tions of the country, and that they will ma

terially increase our prestige.
As chairman of expansion, I have tried to

carry out the wishes of the sorority as ex

pressed at the convention in Bemidji in 1931.
At that time and at two previous conventions,
Gamma Phi had gone on record as favoring
Southern expansion. That did not mean indis
criminate expansion as coeducation in the south
has been such a comparatively recent thing that
we must be very selective. We felt that of all
the colleges recommended at convention, Wil
liam and Mary and Duke were the most

promising, and bent our efforts in that direc
tion. The Council feels that it is more im
portant to have one strong chapter in such an

institution than several weaker groups in less
well known colleges. One of the things I regret
most is that so far we have made no head
way at Duke. A group which was expected to

go Pi Phi was the last group on the campus.
We heard that there was a chance that we

might take over the group as Pi Phi seemed
disinterested. Upon showing our interest, the
national president of Pi Phi warned us most

emphatically to keep hands off. We had hoped
that with several Gamma Phis so near, two
or three on the campus, that we ought to be
able to get our opening wedge in somewhere.
I quote from Mary L. Raymond, Delta, De
partment of Romance Languages at Duke :

"About 50 percent of the girls are non-sorority,

and there might eventually be a new group
formed but at present the financial condition
keeps them down. The quality of the girls here
is excellent, and there is no opposition by the
administration to the spontaneous forrning of

groups, but colonization is not permissible. A
new local group has to be on probation six
months before it is permitted to petitiori a na

tional. So you see there is no opening at

present, but if one should come later, I should
be glad to do whatever I could." Miss Raymond
is in a position to see the conditions most

clearly and will be of great help when the time
comes. I only hope that by persistent and
watchful waiting we may later be as fortunate
as we were at William and Mary.
A petitioning group at the University of

Georgia was inspected by the two nearby active
chapters of Gamma Phi who reported unfavor
ably, not entirely on account of the group, but
because of lack of sorority material. Because
of the political situation, which always affects
educational institutions, and because of financial
conditions, it was thought advisable to do
nothing further with Louisiana Polytechnic
Institute and Louisiana State University. Helen
Bliss, Omicron, whose home is in Shreveport,
visited there last summer and talked the matter
over with an Epsilon Gamma Phi who has lived
there always and knows conditions thoroughly.
She said she would not recommend placing a

chapter at Baton Rouge. The best girls from
the state do not go there and she felt that the
material we had to choose from would be un

satisfactory. None of the well known sororities
are on the campus.
Recent reports from Helen Turnbull would

indicate that we would have help from Zeta
girls living in Mississippi if we wanted to enter
the university there. Up to this time we have
not felt that the field was particularly attractive.

Temple University
Mrs. George Easterbrook made an official in

spection for us at Temple University and re

ported unfavorably. There is no question but
that Temple fills an important place educa
tionally, and will grow, but from all sources

it was the consensus of opinion that the type
of girl we want does not go there. They are

not acceptable to alumnae living near by.

Vermilion, South Dakota

Alpha Kappa, a local at the University of
South Dakota, had been eager for us to give
them an inspection for some time, but we felt
that there were other fields so much more at
tractive that it was unwise. However, Mrs.
Holland of Omaha became much interested in
them and urged us to give them some consid
eration. The group was well organized and had
possibilities, but there were already several so
rorities there, and a dearth of sorority material
as we like it. Consequently we voted against it.

Tulsa, Oklahoma
You may remember that at the last conven

tion there was much agitation in regard to a
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local at Tulsa. Of course no action could be
taken at convention but later Mrs. Stover in
spected the group. Before the next council
meeting, which was our first opportunity to
take action, the Tulsa alumnas felt that the
changed financial conditions had had such a
marked effect that it would not be wise to go
on with expansion at that time.

University of Buffalo
There has been so much discussion in regard

to the situation at Buffalo that I went through
the records of past Council meetings. There are
no official records to show that we ever en

couraged the group and they never were al
lowed to petition. 1 hey answered the question
naire which is sent to every enquiring group,
as a means of giving set inlormation.
The local. Pi Kappa Psi, had been formed by

Kappa Kappa Gamma, but for some reason was
not taken over by her. The local was inspected
by actives and alumnae from Toronto, and by
Syracuse people. Not one expressed unqualified
approval, iheir organization was good, but they
lacked a sense of social poise. Iheir scholar
ship had dropped, and the active group did not

carry out the promise of the alumnae. Some
feel that the field is worth while, but there was
no outstanding enthusiasm on the part of any
one who visited them, to make the Council
take favorable action. The same feeling was

expressed in the report given by the expansion
chairman. Pansy Blake, at last convention. As
a result, the Council voted against it.

Utah

Probably the most difficult matter I have had
to struggle with was the presentation of the
material on Alpha Chi, a local at the University
of Utah. The inspection had been made by .

Alice Camerer and Margaret Nachtrieb, ex

pansion chairman for the province. Both were

enthusiastic about the girls, the university, and
general conditions. A perfectly tremendous
amount of correspondence had been carried on

by Pansy Blake, former Chairman of Expan
sion, and there were letters of opinion from all
sources. However there was powerful opposi
tion in a concentrated area against entering the
university. Though the Council was by no

means evenly divided on the subject, we felt
that it was fair to send out material for and

against going in. The chapters made the de
cision, voting against it. Since then, Kappa
Kappa Gamma, Delta Gamma, and others have

gone in. I feel that we may regret our decision
later.

University of Wichita, Kansas
Mildred Rule Olson of Wichita has been in

communication with us for several months in

regard to the situation on the campus. There
is a strong rumor that sororities are to be ad
mitted to the campus. The Wichita Alumnas
wanted to have Gamma Phi in among the first.
There are local groups there, and the alumnae
have made contacts with one of the most de
sirable. They have made it plain that they can

promise them nothing definite but will give
them their local support when matters come to
3 head. This local is being encouraged to per
fect its organization in every way. A new

president has been elected, and it is uncertain
what his attitude toward sororities will be.

Texas Technological College�Lubbock, Texas
A letter of inquiry was sent me in regard

to the field by Johnnye Gilkerson�writes tliat
there is no opening.
Denison�Granville, Ohio

We have been in correspondence with
Francis Shepardson, President of Beta Theta
Pi, in regard to a group on the campus at Deni
son. He wrote to ask us if we would be interested
in having a chapter there and recommended
this particular group. We felt that, knowing
Gamma Phi as he did, he would not recommend
an inferior group. However, upon investigation
through the Cleveland Alumnas, we found the
group unsatisfactory. I regret that we did not
avail ourselves of an earlier opportunity to
enter Denison, for it has a fine reputation,
both for the college and for the type of girl it
attracts.

Allegheny College�Meadville, Pennsylvania
We have been in communication with Mrs.

Irvin Ross Beiler in regard to expansion in Al
legheny College. We felt, however, that after
going in at Penn State, only 40 miles away, it
would be inadvisable to consider another group
so near, especially in reference to our slow ex

panding policy. Undoubtedly, Allegheny is a

splendid college, but as there are already sev

eral sororities there, good and well entrenched,
we felt it would be hard to find material for
another with so small an enrollment.

University of Southern California
There has been some discussion in regard to

colonization on the campus of U. S. C. but
after thoroughly considering it, both the Los
Angeles Alumnae chapter and Alpha Iota voted
against it.

New England Survey
Mrs. George Kalif, Beta, now living in Cam

bridge, made a survey of the New England col
leges for us. She gave us a very clear picture
of conditions of the various campuses ; as to

type of college and girl, number of girls avail
able, and number of sororities on the campus.
There was no field that looked particularly
promising to the Council, but Mrs. Kalif felt
that Massachusetst State College should be in
vestigated more thoroughly. We asked her and
Pauline Umland to spend a day or two there
to scout about a bit. Both thought the field a

good one. Mrs. Umland said the girls were

charming, poised, well mannered, interesting
and interested, intelligent, etc. Mrs. Kalif
writes, "They were poised socially, interested in
campus activities, popular with the men on the
campus, good in scholarship, and attractive."

There are four locals tliere, and they met
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several girls from the three best ones. These
groups are allowed to live in houses by them
selves, but are not allowed to own houses. Mrs.
Kalif attended Mt. Holyoke for three years and
knew the campus then. She says it has improved
100 percent. She feels that it is going to fill
an important place in New England education.

Numerous groups, though not so many as

in former years, due to financial conditions,
have written for information regarding the pro
cedure of petitioning. Some have been from
small colleges not accredited by A.A.U.W. or
its equivalent, or else have been in colleges
in which we had no interest. Carleton College,
Minnesota, has come up for discussion but the
president is opposed to sororities, and Kappa
would not be favorable to it.

In closing I wish to ask your careful con

sideration of the material that is sent you three
months before the vote is to be in. If you
have questions or objections get them in at once
so that there will he no delay at the crucial
moment. I want to thank all of you who have
responded so generously when I have asked
your help.

Respectfully submitted,
Louise Durst Smith

Chairman of Expansion

Madam President and Delegates of Gamma
Phi Beta in Convention Assembled:

Expansion in Canada has been more or less
at a standstill during the past three years. In
my various reports I have pointed out the ex

treme narrowness of this field and have recom

mended that chapters in the University of Al
berta, Calgary, and Dalhousie University, Hali
fax, would about complete our chain from west
to east.

Although there are two other outstanding
universities in Ontario, Western, at London,
and Queen's, at Kingston, we, in Canada, have
never thought it exactly necessary for Gam
ma Phi to have chapters there. However, con

ditions have changed in these two colleges dur
ing the past few years and for a bit it seemed
possible that Gamma Phi might be interested in
entering them. It is of our endeavors on these
two campuses that I have to report.

Western University�London, Ontario
Western, while quite an old university, en

tered a new period of growth about five or

six years ago. In 1929 we became interested in
a local group on this campus but, upon in
vestigating, decided that the Dean of Women's
power was so autocratic that it would be im
possible for any National to successfully survive
there. We abandoned Western for the time
being. In December, 1931, the question of West
ern again came up. Apparently the various
locals felt that their probation period was about
over and were looking around for national
affiliations. Helen Glaister Dobson, Alpha Al
pha, became interested in a local group, Upsilon
Iota Sigma, which seemed to be divided into
two factions, one in favor of Pi Beta Phi and

the other leaning towards Gamma Phi Beta.
She supplied them with the necessary informa
tion about Gamma Phi and three of the Toronto
alumnse went to London in February, 1932, to
meet various members of this group. We were

most favorably impressed by them. Mrs. Smith,
Chairman of Expansion, later paid them a visit
and was most enthusiastic. However, due to
local conditions at the college, the President
did not feel that the time was favorable for
Nationals to enter. We decided to do a bit of
discreet rushing of this group but our first
invitation was politely refused. We then thought
that it would be advisable for Gamma Phi to

withdraw her interest in this campus. Of the
two other local groups, Pi Sigma has always
had an Alpha Phi patroness and the general
opinion was that it would go Alpha Phi when
they were ready to enter Western; the other,
Alpha Kappa Chi, while of high scholastic
standing, from all accounts was rather mediocre
in comparison with Upsilon Iota Sigma and we

did not feel that the Western campus was worth
while if we had to take a second-rate group.
Later rumors were to the effect that Upsilon
Iota Sigma was definitely interested in Pi Phi ;
Pi Sigma in Alpha Phi ; and Alpha Kappa Chi
in Theta. However, we have had no word to
date of any installations at Western. We
thought it would be wisest to pursue a "wait
and see" policy regarding this campus. How
ever, if any promising leads come along we most

certainly shall follow them up.

Queen's University�Kingston, Ontario

Queen's University at Kingston is situated
about 175 miles east of Toronto and is one of
the oldest universities in Canada. It has a very
high scholastic standing, with faculties of Arts,
Medicine, Science, and Divinity, and has a total
enrolment of about 1700. Up to about a year
ago sororities and fraternities were barred on

this campus. However, rumors reached us about
this time that a change was taking place and
that groups were being formed. Upon investiga
tion we found that the students' undergraduate
society there (Alma Mater Society) had held a

meeting at which this question was put to a

vote, resulting in favor of sororities and fra
ternities. However, even in the minds of those
favorably disposed there seemed to be consider
able confusion as to the ultimate success of
Nationals on the campus. Their success or

failure seemed to be going to hinge on whether
or not sorority houses could be run at low
enough cost for the students. Elsie McBride
Curtis (Alpha Alpha), in giving her impres
sions of the situation there, reported that
neither the Dean of Women nor the Dean of
Arts was in favor of sororities and that she
herself felt that Gamma Phi would not be
greatly strengthened by a chapter there even

if sororities did come, that the circle was small
and there seemed little need for them. On the
other hand, the opinion at Toronto was that
if sororities did come to Queen's and other
Nationals entered it would be advisable for
Gamma Phi to do so in order to maintain her
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prestige on the Toronto campus. However, be
fore any definite decision was made regarding
our policy, sororities and fraternities were once

more barred from the college. Therefore,
Queen's as a likely prospect was once more

struck from our list.
To conclude, it is my suggestion that any

active expansion work be concentrated on Al
berta and Dalhousie. Gamma Phi already has
one chapter in Ontario and, while Western and
Queen's will bear watching, Alpha Alpha can

carry on for the time being. However, we have
nothing between Vancouver and Winnipeg and,
unless sororities are allowed to enter Univer
sity of Saskatchewan, at Saskatoon, Altierta
seems to be the logical place. In the East, there
is no link east of Montreal and of the var'ous

universities in the Maritimes Dalhousie is our

recommendation.
Most respectfully submitted,

IvA V. Wright
Chairman Canadian District

Chairman of Inspection
Madame President and Sisters in Conven

tion Assembled:

Three years ago, after the Bemidji conven

tion, the Inspection department of Gamma Phi
Beta surveyed the field of its work for the com

ing period. We found ourselves facing four
serious problems common to all Panhellenic
sororities at the present time. Feeling, as we

do, that our work is not merely to inspect but
to strengthen and build up the chapters of our
sorority, we have made the conquest of these
four problems our aim and objective during
this three years of effort. When I have stated
these four problems, and the methods we have
taken to solve them, I will ask the eight prov
ince directors, whose efforts give this depart
ment its real value, to show you how, in their
respective provinces, our work has succeeded.
"The first problem is the financial difficulties

of our houses. This is of course due to the
depression. Gamma Phi Beta houses represent
an investment of $1,400,000.00. Three years ago
almost all of them were in some difficulty over

payments of interest or principal ; a few of
them were in serious difficulty, with unpaid
debts growing and a real fear of losing the
property. We have met this problem by insisting
that the house management plan set up by the
Finance Statistical Bureau be applied in all our
houses. The province directors explained the
plan, helped choose alumnas managers instead
of the actives who had in some cases been
handling house finances, replaced the purely
social hostess which some chapters were em

ploying with capable managing housemothers.
In almost every one of our houses today, the
income of the house is paying for upkeep,
operation, and payment of principal and inter
est on the debt. May I say here that this method
of operating houses with a capable managing
housemother and alumna treasurer is recom

mended by National Panhellenic, and very ably
and positively endorsed by our own Dean Agnes

Wells. The province directors and I, as their
chairman, are heartily endorsing for adoption
the bookkeeping system made up by the Finance
Statistical Bureau. We hope that it will be made
obligatory in chapters of Gamma Phi Beta.

The second serious difficulty which the so

rority faced three years ago was also due to the
depression. It was the decreased enrollment in
our colleges and universities, of women who
were of sorority calibre and at the same time
financially able to meet sorority costs. We met
this problem by giving our chapters all the
exchange of help it was possible to give. In
some cases we found it necessary to make some

alumna or committee of alumnae supervisors of
rushing, to make sure that chapter would take
enough as well as valuable pledges. We have
constantly stressed the fact that in these days�
if they ever could�chapters cannot thrive on

a steady diet of socially attractive girls unless
they contribute more to chapter life than just
social attractiveness ! We have definitely
stressed the importance, in rushing, of looking
beneath the superficial values so easily seen,
and finding Gamma Phi material in the quiet
studious girl, in the unusually talented girl, in
the vigorous executive girl with a keen inter
est in college affairs. We have tried to show
our chapters that all these types are needed in
a group for a strong, vital, vigorous sorority
life. How well we have succeeded, and the co

operation we have received from the chap
ters is definitely proved by the fact that our ac

tive membership, in spite of decreased enroll
ment and financial difficulties, is larger than
it has been in any year except 1929.
A third problem we have been working on

is the lowered scholastic standing of many of
our chapters, especially those living in houses.
We are convinced that this low scholarship has
been largely due to poor study conditions in
the houses. Hoping to set a high standard for
comfort and dignity in Gamma Phi homes, and
to secure quiet hours for study, we have
through the Housemothers' Handbook set a

certain plan for poised, socially correct and
scholarly living before our chapters. All the
Province Directors, national officers and several
Deans of Women advised in the making of
this Handbook; and we have had many very
complimentary comments on it.

The last and almost the most serious prob
lem the sorority has been facing of late years is
the increasing number of inactives. We have
been sympathetic towards the financial difficul
ties that lie behind many of these cases of in
activity ; but we have come to realize that often
a Gamma Phi active would plead the impossibil
ity of paying dues when with a little more econ

omy in other things she would be able to share
the obligations of her sisters. It was becoming
too easy to enjoy all the prestige and pleasure
of being a Gamma Phi while side-stepping the
burdens and costs of membership. So far each
case has been handled by the Province Director
as best she could. Now we are hoping to see the
by-law adopted that the sorority pass a standing
rule as follows: Any member of Gamma Phi
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Beta who wishes to become inactive in the chap
ter of which she is a member, must present to
the House Corporation Board and to the Prov
ince Director a letter from her parents or Guar
dian stating that for financial reasons such in
activity is necessary. The permission of the
Province Director and the Alumna Adviser is
required before such request may be granted.
The cost of the Province System of chapter

inspection has been $5243.96 for the last three
years. This amounts to $38.00 per year for each
chapter. I am convinced that such service as

these fine Directors have rendered cannot be
duplicated under any other plan for a much
greater sum. Every chapter has been visited at
least once by its Director; several have had a

second visit; besides the visits which members
of the Council have had occasion to make to
them in the course of their duties about the
country. There is also a constant interchange of
letters between the Director and her chapters ;
she is always ready to assist them in any way,
and has their interest very much at heart. Com
plete records of chapter activities and standing
are kept in the Chairman's files, together with
Confidential Dean's Reports which we ask for
and receive every spring.
For the assistance of new or weak chapters

the Endowment Board has set aside each year
a portion of its income. In 1931-33, a two year
period, $1000 was alloted to this department
for this purpose ; at the beginning of the pres
ent year we were given $1500, of which
$1268.88 has been spent. Nine chapters have
received the special help covered by this
amount; it has been spent to send rushing help,
to pay the dues and tuition of two co-organizers,
to assist with salary of the housemother in one

case, and to send members of the Grand Coun
cil to chapters for special services which were

not covered by our regular budget. In each
of these cases, the special help was urged by
the Province Director, and discussed with the
members of the Council before authorized.

May I say at the end of this three-year period
of watching over and trying to help our fortv-
five chapters, that I am convinced that no help
the International organization can give to a

chapter can begin to equal in value the constant,
energetic and devoted help of its own alumnae.
I beg of alumnx chapters a more determined
effort to make their own particular chapters
strong, financially solvent, able to hold first place
on their campuses. No alumna need be ashamed
to spend thought, money and effort on helping
her nearest active chapter. It is a social serv
ice of highest order. Any alumnn should be
chagrined when her chapter is obliged to ask
the_ international organization for financial or
social assistance. What money we have to spend
for chapter help should be used for our newly
established chapters; our old chapters should be
able_ to turn for help, and should be sure of
receiving it in fullest measure from their own
alumnae. Only so shall we continue to hold the
place and prestige we have inherited from those
who gave their fullest measure of devotion to
their sorority in the past.

As chairman of Inspection over a period of
nearly five years, I wish to offer my deepest
appreciation to the Grand Council, in particular
to our Executive Secretary, to the Endowment
Board, and to my Province Directors for faith
ful and untiring service to the sorority and
their co-operation with me

Now I am sure you would like to put my
statements to the acid test of proof. So I will
let the Province Directors continue the Inspec
tion Report with pictures of the individual chap
ters.

Respectfully submitted
Sara Preston Finley

Chairman of Inspection

2. PROVINCE DIRECTORS

Province I

To the Members of Gamma Phi Beta in

Convention Assembled, Greetings :

Since the Bemidji convention, many changes
have taken place in Province I. It is but the
shadow of its former self. At that time it
stretched the length of the country from New
England on the north to Florida on the south ;
but its vast extent was so unwieldy that, for the
best interest of the sorority but amid many
lamentations, the province was divided at the
Province Conference held in New York in the
spring of 1932, the chapters to the south, in
cluding Zeta. becoming the nucleus of a new

Province VIII. Now in number of chapters,
we are the smallest province in the sorority.
Of the four Greek letter chapters in the prov
ince, two have come into being since we last
assembled together. Alpha Tau, at McGill Uni
versity, was installed in September following
convention, and Alpha Upsilon, at State Col
lege, Pennsylvania, in Mav, 1932. These chap
ters are being represented for the first time
at an international convention, and I sincerely
hope that each one of you will take pains to meet
their charming delegates and to send them back
to their chapter filled with pride and enthusiasm
for the great organization of which they are a

part.
In no chapter in Province I has the question

of scholarship been a serious one�only one or

two girls in the whole province having failed
of initiation for that reason. I have found no
cause to urge greater campus activity, for in
every chapter there are members holding major
campus offices, and practically everv girl is
active in some campus organization. What then
have we been working for during the past two
years? Greater loyalty to Gamma Phi Beta and
a greater respect for the responsibilities which
membership in a vast international organization
implies. We have been trvine to strengthen
ourselves from within, to win the respect of all
who have any business dealings with us, to win
the friendship and goodwill of the faculty mem

bers, to treat with dignity and beauty each Gam
ma Phi Beta service, and to advance our own

mental and social culture.
Province I has not gone untouched by the
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depression. Life has been a little harder in many
ways, but no chapter has suffered lasting ill
effects. We have learned with profit how much
simpler sorority life can be ; alumnae and Greek-
letter members have worked in much closer
harmony to weather the storm than they ever

did in days of plenty; the fellowship of Gam
ma Phi Beta has been put to the test and has
not been found wanting.
Alpha is the only chapter in this province

to enjoy a chapter house. The dignified double-
brown columns�which the girls themselves
wish were painted white because "the house
would look so much more impressive" are a

familiar picture in the minds of every Gamma
Phi from the Atlantic to the Pacific. This was

the first house to have a chapter room used
exclusively for meetings, at which the sisters
assembled in robes of double brown. Certainly
those early Gamma Phi builders had a vision
of the dignity with which Gamma Phi Beta
services should be surrounded. What a wealth
of tradition has been accumulating since 1874
to inspire Alpha not only with pride in the
past but with enthusiasm for the future! Her
past is a constant challenge for the future. The
present large and promising freshman delega
tion is a tribute to the business-like efficiency
of their rush chairman, Eleanor Vincent, who
demonstrated that it is not the most unique
nor the most expensive party which wins the
rushee, but hard work and an organization so

perfect that there can be no hesitation, question,
or mishap throughout the rushing season.

Delta, in a city university drawing its stu
dents from the many outlying suburbs of Bos
ton and then scattering them about the city
in widely separated schools, has solved the
problem of chapter unity under adverse condi
tions by meeting amid the Victorian splendor
of gold-leaf and crystal chandeliers in the mag
nificently proportioned second floor drawing
room of an alumna's home. In her kitchen, too,
is prepared the spread which precedes each
meeting. That the actives and pledges may en

joy the spread together and share equally in the
responsibilities, the chapter meets before sup
per while the pledges prepare the meal. Then
the pledges hold their meeting while the ac

tives put the MacDuffee kitchen in order. The
following week the procedure is reversed.

Alpha Tau, another chapter in a city col
lege, draws most of its members from Mon
treal. As its few out-of-town members live in
the dormitory of Victoria College, the chap
ter rents an apartment across the street from
the campus and assembles there mornins, noon,
and night for food, for study, for jollity, and
for meetings. Alpha Tau is the "knittingest"
chapter I know of in this knitting age. but it
is not selfishly so. It does not stop with knit
ting gay sweaters to adorn its own charming
collective person, but it has knitted dozens of
sweaters, suits, and other garments for the
children of the University Settlement. The
number has doubtless increased fabulously
since my visit in the fall. Perhaps Alpha Tau's
delegate and president-elect, Claire Freeman,

can give you the exact number. Although Al
pha Tau is the youngest chapter on the McGill
campus, it is fortunate in being only two years
younger than the oldest. It is, therefore, able
to compete with Kappa, Theta, and Delta Gam
ma on even terms. In its brief three years of
existence it has organized an active Mothers'
Club. A sympathetic Mothers' Club is particu
larly helpful in this Canadian city where so

rorities are not so much the natural accom

paniment of college life as they are in the
states.

Alpha Upsilon, hidden away in the heart of
Pennsylvania, twenty miles from a railroad,
has flowered under very favorable circum
stances. It enjoys a newly furnished apartment
in the recently remodeled Women's Building.
This consists of a suite of six large bedrooms,
a bath, a kitchenette, a delightful living room,
a large foyer, and a private entrance from a

wide and inviting porch. In their first rushing
season they surprised the campus bv pledging
the pick of the sophomore class. Their con

tinued success has been due chiefly to the unity
of spirit which dominates the group and to
the seriousness with which they take their re

sponsibilities as a chapter of Gamma Phi Beta.
I have been thrilled by the dignity and beauty
of their initiations and by the impressiveness
and business-like procedure of their simplest
chapter meeting. To attend any one of their
services is to see the spirit of Gamma Phi Beta
at work. I wish I might be with you at this
moment to present in person the Province I
Efficiency Award to Alpha Upsilon's delegate,
Anna Strong. Alpha Upsilon has earned this
award by virtue of its promptness and ac

curacy in carrying on all international and
province business, by maintaining friendly and
prompt and business-like relations with other
organizations on its own campus and in its
local community, for continuing its high
scholastic standing, for winning prestige and
respect for Gamma Phi Beta by its association
with and leadership in all the best and most
worthwhile college activities, and for embody
ing in all its acts as a group and as individ
uals the spirit of Gamma Phi Beta. The pleas
ure of this presentation I must delegate to Mrs.
Finley.

The number of alumnae chapters in the prov
ince remains at three�Syracuse, Boston, and
New York. Syracuse presented a new furnace
to the chapter house last fall, an act for which
they themselves must have been very grateful
when they read of the tragedy at Dartmouth.
They have furnished the second floor bed
rooms, bought new rugs and incidentals for
the living rooms, and have in general toned
up the appearance of the chapter house. Their
services to Alpha have been too numerous to
mention in detail.

Boston, not content with the services of a

s'ngle alumna adviser, has had an alumna rush
chairman and an alumna auditor of accounts
to help Delta through the changing conditions
of the past year. To a man, the alumnae have
responded with whatever was most needed at
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the moment, whether it was money, time, work,
or an encouraging word. New York misses a

nearby chapter to mother. It would be the
stronger for some activity which would draw
the hundred or so Gamma Phis in New York
City into action. As it is, its faithful fifty meet
all obligations cheerfully and gayly, and en

joy a good fellowship which comes from long
association and friendliness.
To the established associations in Ottawa

and Northeastern New Jersey have been added
during the past year associations in Montreal,
Buffalo, and Westchester County. These asso

ciations are going to add considerable strength
to Gamma Phi Beta because the chapters in
this province are scattered. They have few op
portunities for contact with each other, either
direct or indirect, they cannot profit by alum
nae delegations in scattered communities
throughout the east for most of us are centered
in the big cities.

Gamma Phi Beta would be strengthened by
expansion in Province I, but we are paying
the price in this section of our own conserva

tism. There is no dearth of good co-educational
schools in the east as so many people think,
but in the great majority of them our rivals
have been long established and the enrollment
does not offer promise of continued strength
to a new group. We are not however, inter
ested in expansion at the expense of quality.
When the right situation presents itself, we

shall hope for your encouragement and sup
port, but until we are sure that a group will be
an asset and not a hindrance, we prefer to bide
our time.
My best wishes for a successful convention

�and I wish I were with you !
Respectfully submitted.

Mary Herold Easterbrook
Director

Province II

Madame President and Members of Gamma
Phi Beta in Convention Assembled:
An account of Province II for the past three

years should be made by Miss Bertha
Schneider as well as the present Director. In
creasing personal duties forced Miss Schneider
to relinquish her position a year after she had
been unanimously re-elected at the Toronto
Province Conference. To carry on with her
well formed plans and to live up to her splen
did ideals has been a considerable challenge.
However, the chapters have been faithful in
their co-operation, and we are pleased to re

port progress.
An outstanding achievement has been made

in scholarship. The name of Gamma Phi Beta
was carried by Alpha Pi to the headlines of
West Virginia university daily and the Mor
gantown papers for placing first in all campus
scholarship rating. And this is a jump of ten
places! Alpha Pi was installed just a few
months after the beginning of the depression
and has had to make a valiant struggle for ex
istence against almost overwhelming odds.

Nine of her small membership have been
forced to drop out of college because of fi
nances whereas only five from all the rest
of our chapters have left for that reason. The
Morgantown alumnae are few, young in years,
and burdened with their own problems. Alpha
Pi has surmounted many obstacles with a truly
pioneer spirit. Misfortune has not prevented
her members from entering heartily into cam

pus activities and taking not a few honors. It
is interesting to know that Alpha Pi's president
for next year has been elected to Mortar
Board. Eight members have been in honorary
societies, fourteen in W.S.G.A., and thirteen
in Y.W.C.A. This year the Gamma Phi Beta
pledges won the Panhellenic scholarship cup.

Both Epsilon at Northwestern, and Alpha
Eta at Ohio Wesleyan stand third on their re

spective campuses in scholarship. Alpha Eta
made an amazing rise of fourteen places over

her former record and is out to capture first
honor. The Gamma Phis in Delaware have
leased a perfectly charming new, and yet very,
very old house. It is quaint and rambling and
made of whitewashed brick. The Cleveland
and Delaware alumnae were instrumental in
decorating and furnishing with the result that
the Gamma Phi house is without equal on the
campus. The girls, of course, are required to live
in dormitories, but the house is used as much
as possible. Alpha Eta members are interested
in student government, the athletic association
and music. One of the girls holds a two year
fellowship in Education and another was of
fered a fellowship in the department of music.
The house the Alpha Nus have lived in at

Wittenberg for many years is still very much
their Gamma Phi home but they hope somehow
to modernize its most old fashioned aspects.
Strangely enough, their house has made little
difference to their rushees and guests whom
they entertain so delightfully. Gamma Phi
seems to be the aim of every young Springfield
co-ed, and the actives and alumnae maintain a

standard to make this justifiable. In three years
they have had sixteen girls on the scholastic
roll. Last year and the year before they carried
off practically all the campus honors. They
enter into the athletic contests, act in campus
plays, help edit the colle,ge paper and have next
year's President of Arrow and Mask. There
is no Mortar Board at Wittenberg.
Alpha Alpha has a spacious new apartment

in Toronto. The Toronto Mothers' Club gen
erously gave a new rug and draperies and have
had the furniture re-covered. Both the alum
nae and the Mothers' Club are especially active
and they make use of the apartment for their
frequent meetings and parties. Alpha Alpha
numbers among her honor holders four girls
on the Board of the Women's Undergraduate
Association, a class president and a dormitory
student head. Our Canadian chapter has gained
an enviable reputation for hospitality.

The statistical bureau will probably agree
that the alumnae officers have undertaken their
new task of financial management with a re

markable will. The obligations are time con-
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suming and often tedious, but the results speak
for themselves. To the Chicago alumnae, finan
cial management is an old story. Their corpora
tion has been a going concern for four years.
Epsilon has been the recipient of unending de
votion and loyalty from her many fine alum
nae. In return she has risen to the top and
maintains herself as a leading group on North-
western's huge campus. Each campus publica
tion brings news of additional honors, making
it difficult to select a few for special mention.
They have a president and vice-president of
Y.W.C.A., two members of Mortar Board, one

of whom is president. This makes their third
president of Mortar Board in five years ! Ep
silon rated highest in activities among the Big
Six this year.

The Beta alumnas and actives of the Univer
sity of Michigan held their biennial reunion in
May. It was the director's pleasure to attend
as a guest. Being an alumna from another
chapter she had an opportunity of seeing and
feeling again what it means to be a member
of the international organization of the extent
and character of Gamma Phi Beta. And what
a forceful example it was ! Betas, young and
old from miles distant gathered in Ann Arbor
for the day. The modest corporation report
was augmented by an alumna who quoted one

of the city's bankers when she said that the
Beta corporation was the only one on the en

tire campus to have kept its obligations
throughout the depression and we might add
that principal payments had been made as well.

The Detroit alumnae, unable to do a great
deal for Beta financially have decided that as

sistance may be rendered through rushing par
ties in Detroit. The project is new, and they
await the fall season with great expectation.
It was a gala day all around when the ac

tives announced that they had risen thirteen
places up to fifth in scholarship, have under
taken the publication of Beta Banter, which
resembles Epsilon's Crescent Chatter, and had
members participating prominently in nearly
every campus activity, including the Daily, Jun
ior Girls' Play, athletics and Wyvern and Mor
tar Board. As you all know the increasingly
popular Gamma Phi Beta serenade was written
by a Beta last year.

Province II is proud to have included in its
boundaries the newest chapter of all. Alpha
Psi at Lake Forest College in Illinois. We are

well acquainted with this chapter's personnel
and accomplishments as Theta Psi and now,
with the interested guidance of the many new

Gamma Phi friends who held the solemnly
impressive installation ceremony last month,
we feel that Alpha Psi is soundly launched
upon her career as our forty-fifth cliapter. Her
first campus distinction in that capacity is to

have a member elected first woman editor of
the campus daily.

Gamma Phi Beta Alumnae Advisory Board
of Ohio is a title to conjure with. In May,
alumnae from Delaware, Dayton, Springfield,
and Columbus were called to a meeting by
a Cleveland committee. A long earnest discus

sion crystallized the needs of the sorority in
Ohio and the board was duly elected to or

ganize and interest many scattered alumnx to

aid and counsel the active chapters to consider
expansion, and to do so, many important things.
The board is under the chairmanship of a

Cleveland alumna who has long felt that
younger hands should assume the responsi
bility but who never once has failed to answer

a call to service. We are confident that this
board will accomplish much.

The director wishes to thank the chairman
of inspection for her advice and encourage
ment. There have been many problems during
these trying years which have required her
sane council. We are still not without our

worries but the future holds promise of suc

cess for all our chapters.
Respectfully submitted,

Charlotte V. T. Bush
Director

Province III

Madam President and Gamma Phi Beta in

Convention Assembled :

Province III is composed of six Greek-
letter chapters, six alumnae chapters, and four
alumnae associations, two of which were or

ganized during the past year.
We are trying in our province to improve

our scholarship, meet all financial obligations,
be efficient, and co-operate with all members
and each housemother.
During this past winter the Gamma Phi

Beta system of bookkeeping has been adopted
by all the chapters except one which has been
using the Butterbaugh system.

Since last convention Province III with the
consent of Grand Council began to loan money
from the province treasury. The terms on

which the loans are made are : the loan is for
seniors only, the amount is not to exceed $50.00,
is for one year without interest, and the note
must be signed by the senior and the alumnae
organization or the senior and three respon
sible members of the alumnae group. Two loans
of $50.(K) each have been made, one last year
which has been paid back in full, and one this
spring.

Omicron at the University of Illinois ranked
eighth in scholarship among twenty-nine sorori
ties this year. There were two Mortar Board
members and the President of Women's
League, the highest honor on the Illinois cam

pus. The President of Women's League for
next year is another Gamma Phi. The chapter
is well represented in honorary organizations,
Student Council, and the university publica
tions. Last year the chapter had fourteen girls
graduate who had attended Illinois the full
four years. This was the largest number of
four year students in any group on the cam

pus.
Pi at the University of Nebraska ranks sixth

in scholarship out of twenty-one sororities.
Their members include the President of Mor
tar Board, and the May Queen. They have a
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member of Mortar Board elected for next

year, also. Kosmet Club, the men's dramatic
organization, gives a much coveted cup each
year to the sorority or fraternity having the
best vaudeville skit in the annual fall contest.
Pi won the cup last fall. Competition is very
keen in this affair so you know that the Gam
ma Phi puppet show had to be good. Inci
dentally, they have had offers from lyceum
companies to take their skit on a summer tour.

Sigma at the University of Kansas ranked
third in scholarship out of thirteen sororities
and has the largest membership of any group
on the campus. Of the five Mortar Board mem

bers this year, two were Gamma Phis. This
spring 2 girls were elected to Phi Beta Kappa
and 2 to Mortar Board. Sigma has song prac
tice every Wednesday night from 10:30 to 11.
Their house was painted inside and out last
summer, there are new rugs on the first floor
and a new inlaid lineoleum in the Dump.

Last year at Phi at Washington University
every pledge made her grades and was ini
tiated. When one speaks of Phi one thinks of
summer rushing. They have unlimited rush
ing until August 15. Last summer, and they are

doing the same thing this summer, the chapter
was divided into four groups. Every week each
group entertained from eight to twelve
rushees in some way�swimming, riding,
movies, bridge luncheons, supper parties, and
the like. A goodly number of alumnae helped
in these groups. This meant there were four
Gamma Phi rush parties per week during June,
July, and half of August. Every Monday they
held their chapter meeting, discussed tlie ac
tivities of the past week and made plans for
the coming week. It is a most strenuous way
to spend a summer but when pledging comes,
you feel repaid for all your efforts. Book used
in rushing is on display in the writing room.

Phi had one Mortar Board and two class offi
cers this year.

Alpha Delta at the University of Missouri
is called the best and fairest rushers by the
Dean of Women. The records of the chapter
are kept in perfect order and their reports are

always on time. The house was painted inside
and out last summer. The members signed
house contracts this year for the first time.
The chapter also began using student help this
year. They had a member of Mortar Board.
Last year the housemother gave the chapter a

lovely old spinning wheel for their Pine Room.
Alpha Tlieta at Vanderbilt lost only three

bids last fall. This proves that they are good
rushers. Since last convention the chapter has
bought a house. Every chapter in Province III
is now living in its own chapter house, ex

cept one where sorority houses are not al
lowed. This year Alpha Theta started having
supper parties at the house on one night each
week, the proceeds to be used to redecorate
the house. You will all want to go there to
school next year when you learn that Sunday
breakfast is served to the girls in bed. Two
girls were elected to Phi Beta Kappa this
spring.
I have not mentioned the alumnae groups

but each and every one is busy helping the
nearest active chapter and watching for new

members.
Each year Province III awards a cup to the

chapter which has been most efficient during
the year. The decision is made from the rec

ords of Mrs. White in Central Office and from
my records. I take great pleasure at this time
to announce that Alpha Delta is awarded the
cup for this year.

The past two or three years have been hard
years, but Province III has been working to

keep up the standards of Gamma Phi and I
feel that they are accomplishing this.

Respectfully submitted,
Dorothy Jennings

Director

Province IV

Madame President and Gamma Phi Beta
IN Convention Assembled:
Province IV consists of seven active chap

ters, eight alumnae chapters and one alumnae
association. This year in the seven active chap
ters we have a total of two hundred eighty
girls, including one hundred and forty-one
pledges. The province is proud of the achieve
ment of her chapters and their earnest en

deavor to co-operate in every way possible.
There are many things I would like to tell
you about the chapters but as time is limited
I have tried to pick out a few interesting facts.

Gamma (University of Wisconsin)�is the
oldest chapter in the province. The Dean of
Women rates them as one of the best three
chapters on the campus. Gamma is represented
in Women's Self Government, Mortar Board.
and other campus organization. They have a

beautiful home, charmingly furnished. It is
very efficiently managed by the House Associ
ation.
Kappa (University of Minnesota)�has just

had the unusual experience of having two out
of three Mortar Boards also make Phi Beta
Kappa at the close of their junior year. Kappa
ranked fourth in scholarship among eighteen
sororities. Kappa's chapter this year has felt
a stronger bond of unity than they have for
the last several years for it is difficult to main
tain unity when the majority of the chapter
live in Minneapolis. (The first floor of Kappa's
home has been most attractively redecorated.)

Rho (University of Iowa)�has a very uni
fied chapter that has worked hard this year.
The girls have shown keen interest in activi
ties and scholarship. Each member voluntarily
contributed to a fund to be used in some use

ful way for the chapter. They are very proud
to have two Mortar Boards this spring, one

of five Hawkeye Beauties and a student mem
ber of the University Social Committee, and
Student Board of Publications. Rho graduated
nine seniors this spring so they are very in
terested in the new quota system that has been
adopted for this fall.

Omega (Iowa State College)�has just fin
ished a very successful year with the vice-

presidency of Mortar Board and many other
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honorary and elective activities. At the Wom
en's Self Governing elections Omega obtained
four of the five offices. The Dean speaks very
highly of the group and rates them as the best
on the campus. They lost by graduation four
teen seniors who have been most active but
I am sure the chapter will carry on. A Gamma
Phi Beta Mother's Club has been organized
and the attendance has been very good.
Alpha Beta (University of North Dakota)

-�has a very lovely big home just across from
the campus with an illuminated crescent at the
top of a tower. They have been very inter
ested in Playmakers, the dramatic organiza
tion. The chapter is represented in Women's
League, orchestra, and the Athletic Board.
Alpha Kappa (University of Manitoba)�

is composed primarily of Winnipeg girls and
they have no chapter house, instead they have
a very attractive apartment where they hold
their meetings. This year they have had several
supper meetings which have been enthusi
astically received. They take an active part
in all campus activities among which are de
bating; Arts President; President of Women's
Self Government and a member of Panhellenic
Court of Inquiry. I wish to commend Alpha
Kappa for the most gracious hospitality that
I have found in the province.
Alpha Omicron (North Dakota State Col

lege)�has been very active on the Fargo cam

pus having more than their share of honors.
They were recognized at Panhellenic Banquet
for having the highest scholastic average of
the academic sororities. They have not only
been well represented with fifteen members in
honor societies but also in the social life with
Honorary Cadet Colonel and first in line at
the Charity Ball, Beaux Arts Ball and Co-ed
Prom. Alpha Omicron has no house being
primarily composed of Fargo girls, but they
have a five room apartment near the campus
which is used as a meeting place. Every year
the Mothers' Club has a jam and jelly shower
for the apartment. I wish to commend the
chapter for the finest model pledge meeting
that I saw while visiting the chapters.
The alumnae chapters are doing fine work

and in every chapter visited the group showed
a keen and helpful interest in the nearest ac

tive chapter.
I wish to announce that Alpha Kappa has

been considered the most efficient chapter in
the province by Central Office.
I wish to take this opportunity to thank

Mrs. Finle)', Chairman of Inspection, for her
valuable assistance. And also, to thank the
chapters for their splendid co-operation.

Respectfully submitted.
Marguerite M. Rehder

Director

Province V

Madam President and Gamma Phis in Con
vention Assembled :

Province V covers a large area geographical
ly, with three of the chapters, Psi, University
of Oklahoma; Alpha Xi, Southern-Methodist

University; and Alpha Zeta, University of
Texas, on the eastern edge, and the three Col
orado chapters, Tau, Colorado Agricultural
College; Theta, University of Denver; and Al
pha Phi, Colorado College, in the vifestern sec

tion of the province. There are five alumnas
chapters and five alumnae associations.

Alpha Zeta, University of Texas, ranks
seventh in fourteen sororities in scholarship,
this being a rise from thirteenth last year.
The chapter has had a member of Judiciary

Council of Students for the past three years,
two members in Orange Jacket, a university
organization of high rating, two members of
Mortar Board, as well as representation in the
Drama Club and Glee Club.
They secured an attractive house this year

and an efficient housemother. A good group
of girls is returning to college next year, having
increased in number a great deal during the
past year. We feel very proud of their record
of pledging twenty-three girls this year, of
which sixteen were initiated and seven plan to
return to college. They have taken a larger
house for next year to accommodate their
larger group and will have a good housemother
who has been on the Texas University campus
for several years.

The chapter treasury shows a small surplus.
Austin alumnae incorporated last fall and
adopted the standard financial budget plan ad
vocated by Grand Council, and have found this
their best year financially for a long period,
now having a balance in their building fund.
The active chapter, Austin alumnae and San
Antonio alumnas have shown splendid spirit
and worked hard the past two years.

Betty McDaniels, Alpha Delta, was with
Alpha Zeta this year in an advisory capacity,
and I feel made a very definite contribution.
Alpha Xi, Southern Methodist University,

had a low scholarship rating in 1932-33 but
the first semester of 1933-34, the chapter
brought it up to third place out of a group
of fifteen, which is the last scholarship report.

Last year, the chapter had the president of
W.A.A., and the president of Junior Arden
Club. This year they were runners-up for the
volley ball cup, and were awarded the cup for
the best homecoming float. During the past
two years, they have held the presidency of
the senior class, the treasurership of the sopho
more class, treasurership of Mu Phi Epsilon ;
they had a Rotunda Beauty Queen ; and they
were represented in several campus organiza
tions.
Last September five members of Psi Chap

ter attended part of rush week at Alpha Xi.
The active members of the Dallas Chapter have
been untiring in their support of Alpha Xi, but
a small group carries that responsibility, as

there are several members of Gamma Phi liv
ing in Dallas who are not affiliated. The alum
nae and active chapters adopted the financial
budget sent out by the Finance Statistical Bu
reau.

Alpha Phi, Colorado College, as you all
know, is the baby chapter in Province V, and
one of which we can be very proud. Alpha Phi
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holds an outstanding scholarship record, hold
ing first place on the campus several semesters,
second place the first semester of 1932, but
again ranking first the past two semesters.

They have been presented with a permanent
award by the college. All of their pledges made
their required averages for initiation this year.

The chapter's activities include two Phi Beta
Kappas this year, the president of Women Stu
dents last year and secretary of that body this
year, and the president of W.A.A. They have
had leaders in the swimming and dancing or

ganizations, have five members of the twelve
in the Toger Club, two members on the school
paper staff, and others participate in campus
activities, giving them a good record of attain
ment.

They are to be commended for their splen
did Gamma Phi spirit. They work hard and
have been successful in rushing.
I hope during the convention as many of

you as can will visit their lodge, made possible
through the kindness and efforts of Lucy Len
nox. The Colorado Springs Alumnae Chapter
has given the chapter strong backing. Theta
and Denver alumnae have given all possible as

sistance.
Psi's scholarship has gone up steadily since

1931, advancing from seventh to third place
among fourteen sororities. Activities have im
proved. The past three years have brought
them a good percentage of campus offices and
honors, in brief : one Phi Beta Kappa last
year ; the third highest grades in the Junior Law
School; secretary of the Francis Bar Law or

ganization; concertmaster of the Miniature
Symphony Orchestra and the University Sym
phony; a member of the university quartet,
broadcasting weekly over WNAD, Norman;
two freshmen in Alpha Lambda Delta last year
and three members this year ; one member of
Mortar Board this year; one member on the
university Honor Roll ; vice-president of
Y.W.C.A. and several members on the
Y.W.C.A. Cabinet; and scholarship chairman
on the Women's Student Government Associ
ation. They had the sponsor for one of the
men's pep organizations, "Ruff Neks" ; Home
coming Queen, Band Queen ; their pictures
were chosen for the society section of the
year book, the beauty section and the Who's
Who section. In an intersorority and campus
organizations original skit contest, Psi won

first place, and were asked to send their play
to the National Drama League.
The chapter has met all its financial obliga

tions the past three j'ears and ended the year
with a surplus.

Psi has been supported by Oklahoma City
alumnae in rushing, and Tulsa alumnae have
contributed by planning parties for rush week.

Tau has come from fifth place among five
sororities to third for two semesters, and its
scholastic average is only .29 points below the
highest. They pledged their percentage of
pledges on that campus this year.
For the past three years, their members

have held the presidency of A.W.S., presidency

of W.A.A., two positions on the Women's De
bate team, and have won the silver trophy and
fraternity skin for Women's Extemporaneous
Debate ; presidency of "Spur," Editor of Spur,
Cadet Sponsor, Regimental Sponsor, Queen of
the Engineer's Ball, Queen of the Horticul
tural Show, second vice-president of Student
Body; and two members were elected to Phi
Kappa Phi, national scholastic organization.
The chapter feels the biggest help given to

it was the support of its alumnae and Mothers'
Club. The alumnae gave it splendid help in rush
ing and there is a close contact between the two
chapters.

Theta is second in scholarship among the
national sororities, and fourth among the en

tire group of professional and local groups.
The last three presidents of Theta have been

vice-presidents of the Women's Student Coun
cil, and next year's president is a Gamma Phi.
The last three presidents of the Philosophical
Academy have been Gamma Phis. Since Sep
tember, 1931, seven class offices have been held
by members of Theta Chapter. The president
of Kedros, an organization comparable to Mor
tar Board on the Denver campus, for 1931-32
was not only a Gamma Phi but she was voted
the most outstanding graduating senior. Dur
ing the past three years seven Theta girls have
been tapped for Kedros, and the president for
next year is a Gamma Phi. The president of
the Mentors' organization for last year was a

Gamma Phi, and the same distinction has been
given to a Gamma Phi for next year. There
are more Gamma Phis in this organization
than from any other Panhellenic sorority on

the campus. The scholarship cup presented by
Panhellenic to the sorority having the highest
academic average stood on the Theta mantel
from the fall of 1932 to the spring of 1933. In
1932, "Theta had one beauty queen, two out
of six in 1933, and this spring two out of four.
The May queens of 1932 and 1933 were Theta
Chapter girls.
In 1932 a Gamma Phi was the inter-school

representative, and a sister holds this sarne

position for the coming year. In the last three
years eight members have been initiated into
Parakeet, women's pep organization, and they
have held two major offices. Jean Dickinson
won the district Atwater Kent contest in 1932.
The proceeds from the annual play, written by
Lindsey Barbee and presented by Theta Chap
ter, have been used to present to the library
several sets of valuable art portfolios of re

productions of old masters of which there are

limited editions. There are other honors, such
as nine members in the Drama Club during
the past three years, but my time is too short
to continue.

Theta's rushing has been satisfactory, the
chapter has taken the majority of honors on

the campus, and has ended the year with a

surplus of $1000.00 in its treasury.
In closing, I would like to commend the

chapters in the province for the rise in scholar
ship in each group, and the number of scholas
tic and campus honors. Their spirit of co-oper-
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ation and response to requests from the prov
ince director have been splendid. With very
few exceptions all required material has come

in when due. With one exception, due to local
conditions, the province has adopted the new

financial system, and in all the active chapters
the officers are keeping more complete records
of their offices. I have emphasized this�there
is a unified feeling in all chapters in the prov
ince. Every alumnae chapter in the province
has stood behind its chapter during this pre
carious period, and I believe the three groups
�international, alumnae and Greek-letter chap
ters�can see the benefits gained in this prov
ince by co-ordinating the policies of Grand
Council and the efforts of those working in
the field.

Respectfully submitted,
Lou Lou Bryan

Director

Province VI

Madame President, Grand Council and

Members of Gamma Phi Beta in Conven
tion Assembled,

Greetings :

In these last two busy years out in the Paci
fic Northwest we feel we have progressed even

without a New Deal, or an N.R.A., or even an

alphabetic code in sorority affairs. Instead we

have been honored and very greatly helped by
visits from Mrs. Hoffman and Mrs. Finley.
All chapters, active and alumns, and as

sociations have been inspected by the director
with the exception of Everett and Boise. Our
five active chapters are strong numerically with
one exception, and that one we hope is on the
up-grade. Our total membership is 191 in Prov
ince VI. On one campus, Washington, we never

have had so large a membership. We started
the year with 71, including 30 pledges, of whom
all have been initiated but three. Besides nu

merical strength, as a province, we also have
ability as is proven by our scholastic achieve
ments, activities, and social tone.
Xi is outstanding on two scores: having a

100% record in activities and for having won

a little over a year ago the Province Scholar
ship Award, a pair of silver candelabra. On
the Idaho campus there are eleven major clubs,
the presidencies of five of which were held by
Gamma Phis this last year. Xi Chapter also
passed another milestone, having just finished
paying for their house in spite of almost over
whelming odds, such as money on deposit in
two closed banks, etc.

Nu Chapter had four Phi Beta Kappas in
the year of 1932-33. She also won the Inter-
house Basketball Trophy for the second con

secutive year. Activities at our chapter at the
University of Oregon are one of the strongest
features, fourteen girls belonging to the vari
ous honoraries, such as journalistic, business
and advertising, etc. Dorothy Dibble was

elected delegate to the National Convention of
Phi Chi Theta. This year a Gamma Phi was

secretary of the junior class and another was

elected vice-president of the same class for
next year.
At the University of British Columbia we

have had two girls who won scholarships last
year in music and languages. Next year two
more Gamma Phis will be in college as scholar
ship girls : in the fields of Nursing and French.
Studying at Alpha Lambda is a matter of honor
as we have no house in which to supervise
study table, merely an apartment in which to
hold fraternity ceremonies and small social
gatherings. A Gamma Phi will be president
of the "Women's Undergrad" next year, the
highest campus honor a girl can attain. Alpha
Lambda also has a unique record which de
serves mention : she has initiated every girl
who was ever pledged Gamma Phi in Van
couver. I wonder if any other chapter has that
distinction? Greek-letter groups have been
frowned upon by some of the powers-that-be,
but this year our stock improved immensely
when our chapter was first sorority to con

tribute to Dean Bollert's Fund for Needy Stu
dents.
At Lambda one of our members enjoyed the

honor of being the most pledged girl on the
campus, she made Mortar Board, Matrix
Table, Totem Club, and Lambda Rho, art

honorary. We also had thirteen other members
in these groups and in the dramatic honorary.
One girl has been vice-president in the A.W.S.
and another girl was concert chairman, bring
ing to the Washington campus such well known
artists as, Lily Pons, Roland Hayes, and the
Shan-Kar dancers. This spring Lambda's dele
gate was chosen Junior Queen on the Wash
ington campus.

The educational system of Oregon under
went a change resulting in all science and sec

retarial courses being segregated to the Agri
cultural campus, and all others to the state

university at Eugene. For a time both institu
tions were operated under one head, a chan
cellor, but early this year another change was

made, a president being appointed by the Board
of Higher Education for each school. All these
changes made for unrest within the state and
inevitably led to an unusual situation in rush
ing. At Corvallis there are approximately 200
entering freshman girls to be divided among
fifteen sororities. This means intensive rushing
often over a protracted period. Chi Chapter has
made a creditable showing in activities, 71%
of the group entering some field of activity.
One of the girls is president of the Women's
Polo Team, another is secretary of the Home
Economics Club. Several girls belong to the
singing and the swimming clubs and we are

fairly well represented on the athletic teams
and school publications. Chi deserves special
credit for great improvement in its scholastic
standing which was achieved after months of
hard studying. One girl is a member of the
underclass scholastic honorary, Alpha Lambda
Delta.
Financially our chapters in Province VI are

in a healthy condition�with much gratitude to
our Finance Statistical Bureau. As years go
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on we will realize more fully the inestimable
value of adult managership. I regret to say
that it has been difficult at some chapters to

get the plan accepted and installed but those
which have been using it from the time it was
first advocated by Grand Council are most en

thusiastic. In the Province we have had com

paratively few girls drop out of college be
cause of finances, only six on record in fact
during this year.

Rushing and Panhellenic contacts have been
satisfactory�we seem to rush hardest against
Kappa, Theta, and Delta Gamma out here per
haps. We have lost bids to them�and others,
but also they and others�have lost bids to
us. In two sciiools, Oregon and British Colum
bia, new rules are being compiled and it is to
be hoped, better systems achieved. Gamma Phi
has not been penalized except in one instance.
In philanthropy we are carving a name for

ourselves in each locality. Besides an unusual
interest in the Gamma Phi Beta Camp within
the boundaries of our province at Vancouver,
Alpha Lambda gives a Christmas party for
those small girls who were guests of Gamma
Phi Beta at the camp. Also the "Grads" in
Vancouver contribute to the Santa Claus Fund.
At Lambda we support a bed at the Children's
Orthopedic Hospital. Also the actives and
alums contribute a sizeable sum to a Christ
mas Fund sponsored by Camp Fire, of which
one of our members is an officer. Nu Chapter
has a Christmas party for unfortunate chil
dren and provides a basket for a needy family.
Xi has a children's Christmas party also.

The alumnas groups in our province are

strongly knit groups on the whole though dur
ing recent years it has become increasingly
hard to maintain the memberships at former
figures. At present we have approximately 212
dues-paying members in the four alumnae chap
ters and six associations. Our enthusiasm and
interest has not waned however. In Portland
besides constant advice, from two especially
appointed sponsors to Nu and Chi, the mem

bers of the alumnae chapter each give 12 hours
in service to the Municipal Medical Clinic. This
year the alums planned an increased vigilance
in rushing hoping to help in the acquisition of
girls who have had good records scholastical
ly in hieh school. The Everett Association al
ways helps the Seattle alumnas in whatever en
terprise is afoot. Last vear, Seattle Alumnae
Chapter and Mothers' Club helped to finance
three Gamma Phis who otherwise probably
could not have continued in school. Besides this
the alumnas give a scholarship annually in the
English Department in the University of
Washington. In Spokane the interest among
the alumnas is almost wholly in rushing for

two_ chapters, Xi pnd Lambda, though they had
an inclination to Social Service by interesting
themselves in small youncrsters at the Wash
ington Children's Home-Findine Society. The
"baby" association in Province VI, Olympia has
two periods of unusual activitv�during rush
ing season of course and again at Christmas
time when they provide basket and toys for
a dozen families. Boise specializes in helping

veterans' families. In Tacoma, a splendid field
for an organized group of Gamma Phis, the

girls have at last banded together in a group
of twenty. Their interest so far has only been
in rushing.
It has been a great privilege and a source

of much pleasure to work with the Grand
Council, the active and alumnae members of oui
sorority.

Respectfully submitted,
Lou W. Beck
Director

Province VII

Madam President, Grand Council and Mem
bers OF Gamma Phi Beta in Convention
Assembled :

I have tried especially to promote a close

friendship and sisterly love and understand
ing in Province VII these last two years, for
I feel that we can accomplish nothing unless
our chapters work as one. Province VII in
cludes the states of Utah, Nevada, California
and Arizona.
In our province Eta Chapter is the oldest,

having been installed in April, 1894. Their
chapter house has been paid for and re

modeled.
Eta has always maintained a large chapter

roll and continues to hold an enviable position
on the campus of the university at Berkeley.
This year this chapter has had a member of

the Spanish honor society and two girls gradu
ating with honors, two members of Torch and
Shield, an honorary society which works with
the Dean's office, one member of the Guild of
Applied Arts, Women's Editor of Blue and
Gold, a member of Mortar Board and one

Phi Beta Kappa. Eta girls become fine, loyal
members of alumnas organizations after grad
uation.

Mu Chapter at Stanford University was in
stalled January, 1905. It is not an extremely
large chapter but it is noted on the campus
as having the kindliest sisterly spirit of any
sorority.
Mu always seems to have many members

interested in journalism and at present has
three members of Theta Sigma Phi, an honor
ary journalism sororitv. It has night editor
of the Stanford Daily, Copy Editor of Stanford
Daily, Women's Manager Stanford Chaparral,
member of Hammer and Coffin, a national hu
mor society. Women's Manager Quad and an

other member on the staff of the Quad. One
girl had an important part in the campus play
of the year, and one won second place in the
100 yard dash women's swim meet. Mu has, I
believe, the most efficiently operated rushing
program.

Alpha Gamma Chapter at the University of
Nevada at Reno was installed in May, 1921.
This year they had the president of A.W.S.

They had three out of seven on the varsity
basketball team. They have a member of Cap
and Scroll, a senior honorary society. Three
of their members were elected to Gothic "N,"
an honorary athletic society, and one of these
is the secretary of the organization. They have
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woman's representative to Student Body Ex
ecutive, also a member of the Senate Nomi
nating Committee. The Senate is the student
governing system. They have a member of the
Glee Club. Five members of Chi Delta Phi,
an English honorary sorority, and also the sec

retary of this sorority are Gamma Phi Betas.
They have two members of Phi Kappa Phi,
a senior scholastic society. One girl won the
$100 scholarship for outstanding work, and
one member won a $50.00 scholarship in mathe
matics. One girl is an alternate for a scholar
ship this fall.
This is a loyal Gamma Phi Chapter and has

a fine alumnae chapter back of it.
Alpha Epsilon was installed in April, 1922,

in the University of Arizona at Tucson.
Arizona, the land of moonlight nights and

millions of stars, no wonder there are so many
fraternity pins worn by the dear sisters of
this chapter.
Alpha Epsilon gives a Christmas party each

year for poor children.
This chapter, despite the heat, is an "ac

tivity plus" chapter. It has two Sigma Alpha
Iota members, two out of three officers of the
women's student body, two out of ten junior
honorary society for next year, and this past
year three out of ten F.S.T., the junior honor
ary. Three Rattlers, the sophomore honorary
society, more than any other sorority on the
campus, are members of Gamma Phi. The chap
ter won a cup for the ring event in the circus,
won Mortar Board cup which is given to the
most outstanding sophomore girl, has the sec

retary of freshman class, secretary of sopho
more class and secretary of junior class, won a

cup for Desert subscriptions, has the society
editor of Wild Cat, and associate editor of the
Desert, won the basketball cup and has two
members on the varsity women's basketball
team. They have the national women's archery
champion, also senior sponsor, publicity chair
man and assistant publicity chairman of A.W.S.
In fact this chapter holds over half of all honor
positions on the campus. They are noted for
their hospitality and their Spanish songs.

Alpha Iota, installed June 26, 1924, at the
University of California, southern branch at
Los Angeles, is almost ten years old. The chap
ter has a beautiful Mediterranean style house
which is exquisitely furnished. This chapter is
noted for its lovely parties and its hospitality.
I think many chapters could copy some of their
rushing ideas to advantage.
The chapter has a number of honors on the

campus, among which are two sophomore hon
orary members, one junior honorary member
chosen for activities who must have a B aver

age, one Zeta Phi Eta, honorary dramatic so

ciety, Fashion Editor of the Daily Bruin, three
members of A.W.S. Council, three members of
Prytanean, one member of Spurs, vice-presi
dent of the sophomore class, member of Junior
Council, Women's Editor of Bruin, president
of Pi Kappa Sigma and two other members.
I have listed only the most important offices

held by these chapters because of lack of time
to give them all.

The San Francisco Alumnas Chapter in the
last two years has raised $1495 which fund re

furnished part of Mu's chapter house.
The Berkeley Alumnae Chapter is a large,

strong group which helps Eta Chapter in many
ways, and is a joy to work with.

The Reno Alumnae Chapter raises funds
to help the college chapter and gives advice and
other aids in rushing.
Last year San Diego association raised

about $300.00, part of which was sent to the
camps and part to Alpha Epsilon Chapter.

Tucson association raffles each year two
round trip tickets to the football game in the
Rose Bowl in Pasadena and gives the proceeds
to Alpha Epsilon Chapter.

Phoenix association helps Alpha Epsilon
Chapter by giving a rushing party in Phoenix
each summer.

Los Angeles Alumnae Chapter sews for the
camp, has card parties and many social affairs,
and lends its support to Alpha Iota Chapter.
All chapters are in good financial condition.
I have emphasized the need of chapters to

develop girls socially�style of dress, poise, etc.
There is a wonderful spirit of friendship

among the chapters of Province VII, and I am
very proud of them, and wish here to thank
them for their splendid co-operation.
I wish to thank Mrs. Finley for the wonder

ful help she has given us and for her backing.
Respectfully submitted,

Violet Keith
Director

Province VIII

Madam President and Gamma Phi Beta in

Convention Assembled:
Since last convention one active chapter. Al

pha Chi at College of William and Mary,
Williamsburg, Virginia, and two alumnae as

sociations, Richmond, Virginia, and Winter
Park-Orlando, Florida, have been established
in our province, making a total of five active
chapters, two alumnae chapters and three alum
nae associations. And at the present time a

group at Norfolk, Virginia, is being formed.
Our five active chapters are widely scat

tered throughout the southeast. Zeta at
Goucher College in Baltimore, Maryland, ranks
as the strong chapter, and with Alpha Phi is
head and shoulders above all others on the
Goucher campus. Gamma Phi's splended na

tional standing has always helped Zeta. For ex
ample, this past year there were girls in the
chapter from over ten distant states. This year
Zeta had the College Spirit Chairman, one in
the May Court, several on Donnybrook, the
annual, several class officers and representa
tives on Student Organization and Athletic As
sociation Boards, and many on class and var

sity teams. They also had the Blazer girl, sup
posed to be the highest extra-curricular award,
and one Phi Beta Kappa.
All of the other chapters in our province

are young, having been founded in the last
four or five years. Alpha Mu at Rollins Col
lege, Winter Park, Florida, has had a hard
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year, principally because the chapter was so

small. Of eighteen in the senior class when that
class started out, only two, for various reasons,
were able to return. However, we are expect
ing much of them next year. The chapter is
still small, but it is unified, enthusiastic and
eager to regain the top position which it held
at Rollins from its founding until about a

year ago. Its house is the most attractive on

the campus and it will be full for next year.
They have good officers and a splendid house
mother, who is very loyal to Gamma Phi. Tiiey
have several good offices for next year and they
have improved their scholastic standing. All
of this, plus a very noticeable improvement in
alumnae support, co-operation and understand
ing, should mean a fine year for Alpha Mu.
Alpha Rho, another fairly new chapter, at

Birmingham-Southern, Birmingham, Alabama,
has also had an uphill fight this year, due prin
cipally to the depression which seemed to reach
Birmingham a little late, but very surely. Many
students could not afford to pledge anything,
and those who did pledge, often could not
meet their chapter obligations. The chapter has
increased in size this year, and the financial
situation seems to be improving, so that Alpha
Rho should have better years ahead. Among
Alpha Rho's members are many campus lead
ers. The chapter's honors include: one girl in
Scroll, honorary leadership ; two on student
governing board; three in Kappa Delta Epsi
lon, honorary educational ; one in honorary
musical ; one in honorary mathematics ; one

freshman honor student; and a junior who
has just won a fellowship at the University of
Paris.
Alpha Sigma at Randolph-Macon, Lynch

burg, Virginia, and Alpha Chi at College of
William and Mary, Williamsburg, Virginia, are
not only well established, but are large, splen
did chapters of which we can be proud. Alpha
Sigma is so well-organized that for two years
in succession they won the silver plate, given
in our province for efficiency. They have had
many campus honors, including president of
the Student Government and of the Athletic
Association. Our chapter has gained the respect
and admiration of the whole campus.

The same may be said of Alpha Chi, which,
until a few months ago, was our baby chapter.
This past year they successfully rushed against
Theta, Kappa and others that have been there
for years, and pledged fourteen during the
regular rushing season and five more during
the rest of the year. This is certainly a re

markable record and because we believe that
a large part of their success is due to two
girls who are now here at convention, it does
not seem out of order to praise them publicly:
they are Nancy Conklyn, who helped colonize
them and who remained with them for one se

mester as co-organizer, and Marcia Smith, their
president for the first two years of their exis
tence.

Our two alumnae chapters, Baltimore and
Birmingham, have been very active in helping
the local chapters, Zeta and .Mpha Rho. Dur

ing the past year the Baltimore chapter has
held supper parties at the homes of individual
alumnae for each class in Zeta. The alumnae
and actives have been unanimous in acclaim
ing these as a means of increasing friendli
ness and understanding between the two

groups. Also, once a year, Baltimore and Wash
ington Association meet together in either one

of the cities for a meeting and tea. This sum

mer one of the Baltimore alumnae is planning
to have a yachting party for rushees on Chesa
peake Bay. Birmingham gives a big rushing
tea in September for all rushees, actives, and
mothers. Birmingham also has an active moth
ers club, which made a quilt for the Gamma
Phi Beta camps and which gave a shower for
Alpha Rho's rooms. The alumnae also plan and
give the Founders Day banquet.

Richmond, a small group, is becoming more

and more interested in Alpha Sigma and Alpha
Chi, and with the newly formed Norfolk group,
should give Gamma Phi a strong hold in Vir
ginia.
Winter Park-Orlando, in Florida, is striving

to enlarge its membership by interesting some

of the patronesses in becoming initiated. The
alumnae are frequent visitors at Alpha Mu's
attractive house, and are constantly helping
them in every way.

Since last convention, due principally to the
efforts of Alvahn Holmes, who was province
director until January, 1934, the chapters in
our province have become stronger and more

efficient. All of them are using well-planned
budgets and the new system of tiookkeeping.
There are very few outstanding bills, so that
the chapters are financially sound.

On each campus where our chapters are lo
cated. Gamma Phi is well-liked, respected, and
noted for clean rushing, a reputation well worth
maintaining.

Respectfully submitted,
Helen B. Turnbull

Director

3. COMMITTEE CHAIRMEN

Endowment-Crescent Board
endowment fund

The Gamma Phi Beta Endowment Fund was
started in 1915 at the Asilomar convention, ac

cording to plans originated bv Blanche Shove
Palmer, Alpha. In 1924, at the Lake Placid
convention, it was made into a trust fund, han
dled by the Harris Trust and Savings Bank
of Chicago. It has been built up partially
through endowment insurance policies, now ma

turing. Five of them, totaling $5,058.97, have
been paid to date.

The attached report of Harris Trust and
Savings Bank, Chicago, trustee of our fund,
shows that the total fund now amounts to
$59,940, including $30,300 par value of bonds,
$8,000 par value of stocks, and $21,640 in notes.
The last amount includes $17,335 loaned to ten
chapters.

Recent investments include a few high-grade
stocks, industrial corporation bonds, and United
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States Government bonds. No defaults in inter
est or principal have occurred in any of the
securities which have been purchased for the
fund at the suggestion of the trustee.
The income from investments is used for

loans to students and for the general benefit
of the sorority. Four thousand and five dollars
are now loaned to twenty-five Gamma Phi sis
ters who needed financial aid in order to com

plete their college courses. It is interesting to
know that since the establishment of the fund
a total of $31,575 has been loaned to fifteen
separate chapters and a total of $9,100 to forty-
seven students, representing seventeen different
chapters.

In addition to the loans to students, which
are of course repaid in time, grants totaling
$3,096.80 have been made since last convention
to the international treasurer, who in turn has
administered the funds by giving aid in installa
tion and rushing, by sending co-organizers to

chapters, and by rendering financial assistance
to certain chapters.

Respectfully submitted,
Lillian W. Thompson, Chairman
Helen E. Northrop, Secretary
Marion Bebb, Treasurer
Alice Camerer, Grand Treasurer
Agnes Treat, Vice-president
Millicent L. Hoffman, Grand President

(ex officio member)
Members of Ganima Phi Beta Endowment-
Crescent Board

gamma phi beta endowment fund

dated april 18, 1925
Recapitulation

Bonds at par $30,300.00
Stocks at par 8,000.00
Notes at par 21,640.00
Real estate 0.00
Miscellaneous 0.00

Total $59,940.00

At the close of business June 5, 1934
$1,000 Alabama Power Company, 1st "A"

5s, due 3-1-46, C.Ex.-N.T.F. Int. Pay. M &
S 1�$25,00.

$2,000 Canadian Pacific Railway, Equip.
Trust 5s, due 7-1-44, C.Ex.-Fgn.N.T.F. Int.
Pay. J & J 1�$50.00.

$1,000 Central Illinois Public Service Co.,
1st "F" 414s, due 12-1-67, C.Ex-T.F.C. Int. Pay.
J & D 1�$22.50.

$2,000 Chicago Union Station Company, 1st
"C" 6Hs, due 7-1-63, C.Ex.-N.T.F. Int. Pay.
J & J 1�$65.00.

$2,000 Denver, Colorado, City & County S/D
No.l-Bldg. 5s, due 11-1-42, Ex. Int. Pay. M &
N 1�$50.00.

$1,000 Dominion of Canada, Government of,
30-yr. 5s, due 5-1-52, C.Ex.-Fgn.N.T.F. Int.
Pay. M & N 1�$25.00.
$2,000 General Baking Company, 10-yr. S/F

Deb. 5i^s, due 4-1-40, C.Ex.-T.F.C. Int. Pay.
A & O 1�$55.00.
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$2,000 General Petroleum Corporation, 1st
S/F 5s, due 8-15-40, C.Ex.-T.F.C. Int. Pay. F
& A 15�$50.00.

$1,000 Georgia Power Company, 1st & Ref.
5s, due 3-1-67, C.Ex.-T.F.C. Int. Pay. M & S
1�$25.00.

$2,000 Illinois Power & Light Co., 1st & Ref.
"A" 6s, due 4-1-53, C.Ex.-T.F.C. Int. Pay. A &
O 1�$60.00.

$500 Illinois Power & Light Corp., 1st &
Ref. "C" 5s, due 12-1-56, C.Ex.-T.F.C. Int. Pay.
J & D 1�$12.50.

$1,000 Indiana & Michigan Electric Co., 1st
& Ref. 5s, due 3-1-55, C.Ex.-T.F.C. Int. Pay.
M & S 1�$25.00.

$1,000 Iowa Railway & Light Corp., 1st &
Ref. "A" 5^s, due 10-1-45, C.Ex.-T.F.C. Int.
Pay. M & N 1�$27.50.

$1,000 Kansas Power & Light Company, 1st
"B" 5s, due 5-1-57, C.Ex.-T.F.C. Int. Pay. M &
N 1�$25.00.

$1,000 Minnesota Power & Light Co. 1st &
Ref. 4^s, due 5-1-78, C.Ex.-N.T.P. Int. Pay.
M & N 1�$22.50.

$100 Peddie Land Company, 1st 6s, due 3-10-
22, C.Ex.-N.T.F. Int. Pay. M & S 10�not pay
ing. Considered Worthless

$2,000 Pillsbury Flour Mills Company, 1st
20-yr. 6s, due 10-1-43, C.Ex.-T.F.C. Int. Pay.
A & O 1�$60.00.

$1,000 Puget Sound Power & Light Co., 1st
& Ref. "A" 5^s, due 6-1-49, C.Ex.-T.F.C. Int.
Pay. J & D 1�$27.50.

$1,000 Railway Express Agency, Inc., Ser. A
5s, due 3-1-38, C.Ex.-N.T.F. Int. Pay. M & S
1�$25.00.

$1,000 Southern Bell Telephone & Telegraph
Co., 30-yr. 1st S/F 5s, due 1-1-41, C.Ex.-T.F.C.
Int. Pay. J & J 1�$25.00.

$1,000 United Power & Light Corp. of Kan
sas, 1st "B" 5s, due 2-1-47, C.Ex.-T.F.C. Int.
Pay. F & A 1�$25.00.

$450 U. S. of America L.L. of 1917 Zyis, due
6-15-47, Ex. Int. Pay. J & D 15�$7.87.

$600 U. S. of America, 4th L.L. 4^s, due
10-15-38, Ex. Int. Pay. A & O 15�$12.75.

$650 U. S. of America, Treasury 3J4s, due
8-1-41, Ex. Int. Pay. F & A 1�$10.56.

$1,000 Western United Gas & Electric Co.,
1st 5^s, due 12-1-55, C.Ex.-T.F.C. Int. Pay.
J & D 1�$27.50.

_

$1,000 Wisconsin-Minnesota Light & Power
Co., 1st & Ref. 5s, due 5-1-44, C.Ex.-T.F.C. Int.
Pay. M & N^ 1�$25.00.

Panhellenic House Association, Inc., 20 Shs.
Com. Stk., $50 par, $1,000�not paying.

Standard Brands, Inc., 70 Shs. Com. Stk.,
N.P.V., J & J-A & 0 2 $.25 per sh.�$17.50.

$1,400 Alpha Epsilon Chapter of Gamma Phi
Beta, 5% Promissory Note, due 9-1-35. Int.
Pay. M & S 1�$35.00.

$1,400 Alpha Iota of Gamma Phi Beta, Inc.,
5% Promissory Note, due 8-22-35. Int. Pay.
F & A 22�$35.00.

$1,500 Alpha Iota Chapter of Gamma Phi
Beta, 5% Promissory Note, due 2-28-35, Int.
Pay. F & A 28�$37.50.

$240 Alpha Rho Chapter of Gamma Phi
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Beta, 5% Promissory Note, due 8-28-35. Int.
Pay. F & A 28�$6.00.

$1,420 Alpha Sigma Chapter of Gamma Phi
Beta, 5% Promissory Note, due 5-8-35. Int. Pay.
M & N 8�$35.50.

$130 Marjorie Bell, 5% Promissory Note,
due 3-14-35. Int. Pay. M & S 14�$3.25.

$200 Eleanor L. Barber, 5% Promissory
Note, due 1-6-35. Int. Pay. J & J 6�$5.00.

$150 Florence V. Barrett, 5% Unsecured
Promissory Note, due 9-12-35. Int. Pay.�after
maturity.

$150 Margaret Briggs. Non-Interest Bearing
Prom. Note, due 11-19-35.

$190 Donna Maurine Burtis, 5% Prom. Note,
due 4-8-36. Int. Pay. A & O 8�$4.75.

$150 (Mrs.) Elinor Campbell, 5% Promis
sory Note, due 3-28-35. Int. Pay. M & S 28�
$3.75.

$200 Elsie Mae Childers, 5% Promissory
Note, due 5-7-34. Int. Pay. M & N7 from 5-7-
33�$5.00.

$150 Elizabeth Lee Curtiss, 5% Promissory
Note, due 9-30-35. Int. Pay. M & S 30�$3.75.

$150 Mary Elizabeth Dale, 5% Prom. Note,
due 6-18-35. Int. Pay. J & D 18�$3.75.

$80 Helen Quick Dawson, 5% Promissory
Note, due 9-15-29. Int Pay. at Maturity.

$200 Helen Arnold Duncan, 5% Promissory
Note, due 9-14-35. Int. Pay. M & _S 14�$5.00.

$1,500 Gamma Phi Beta Building Corp. of
Lincoln, Neb., 5% Unsecured Prom. Note, due
12-6-35. Int. Pay. J & D 6�$37.50.

$1,000 Gamma Phi Beta-Omega Chapter, 5%
Promissory Note, due 9-24-34. Int. Pay. M & S
24�$25.00.

$150 Frances Greene, 5% Promissory Note,
due 1-29-35. Int. Pay. J & J 29�$3.75.

$150 Kate Ellen Gruver, Unsecured Promis
sory Note (5% after 11-3-35), due 11-3-36.
Int. M & N 3�$3.75.

$150 Gladys Hartenbower, Non-Interest
Bearing Unsecured Prom. Note, due 9-21-35.

$100 Sara Jane Hess, 5% Promissory Note,
due 9-20-34. Int. Pay. at Maturity.

$115 Mary Katherine Kinsey, 5% Promis
sory Note, due 11-26-35. Int. Pay. M & N 26�
$2.88.

$200 Jane Kroeckel, Non-Interest Bearing
Promissory Note, due 8-27-34.

$200 Inez Mason, Non-Interest Bearing
Promissory Note, due 9-9-34.

$200 Marguerite M. Miller, Non-Interest
Bearing Promissory Note, due 8-10-34. Int.
Pav. after Maturity.

$2,000 Nashville & Alpha Theta Chapters of
Gamma Phi Beta, Inc., 5% Promissory Note,
due 8-6-35. Int. Pay. F & A 6�$50.00.

$150 Loulie Jean Norman, Non-Interest
Bearing Promissorv Note, due 1-11-34.

$1,000 North Dakota Gamma Phi Beta
House Assn., 5% Promissory Note, due 10-15-
33. Int. Pay. A & O 15�not paying,

$1,500 North Dakota Gamma Phi Beta House
Assn,, 5% Promissory Note, due 3-22-34. Int.
Pav. M & S 22�not paying.

$150 Emma Frances O'Hara, 5% Promissorv
Note, due 1-6-35. Int. Pay. J & J 6�$3.75.

$2,000 Oklahoma Gamma Phi Beta, Inc., 5%;

Unsecured Promissory Note, due on or before
10-29-38. Int. Pay. A & O 29�$50.00.

$1,175 Omega of Gamma Phi Beta Soronty,
5% Promissory Note, due 11-11-36. Int. Pay.
Nov. 11�$58.75.

$200 June Elizabeth Patton, Non-Interest
Bearing Promissory Note, due 9-1-34.

$100 June Elizabeth Patton, Unsecured
Promissory Note, due 9-15-3S. Without int. to
Maturity.

$240 Damaris Smith. 5% Promissory Note,
due 12-31-34. Int. Pay. J 30 & D 31�$6.00.

$100 Dorothy Sweeney, 5% Promissory
Note, due 8-28-35. Int. Pay. after Maturity.

$200 Dorothy Sweeney, 5% Promissory
Note, due 9-1-35. Int. Pay. M & S 1�$5.00.

$1,200 Tau of Gamma Phi Beta House Assn.,
5% Promissory Note, due 8-30-34. Int. Pay.
Aug. 30�$60.00.

$150 Olive Jean Walker, 5% Promissory
Note, due 11-21-34. Int. Pay. M & N 21�$3.75.

Harris Trust and Savings Bank
B. A. Brannen, Asst. Auditor

CRESCENT RESERVE FUND

The Gamma Phi Beta Crescent Reserve
Fund, which was established January 14, 1932,
now totals $61,000, including $46,000 par value
of bonds, $7,000 par value of real estate mort

gages, and $8,000 par value of stock. Attached
is a detailed report of the investments at the
close of business June 5, 1934. The fund is
being built up through the payment of $25.00
from each initiation fee and alumnae life sub
scriptions.
Recent investments have included indus

trial corporation bonds, stocks of high grade,
and United States Government bonds, these be
ing suggested by the trustee and approved by
three members of the Gamma Phi Beta Endow
ment-Crescent Board. No investments made
since the management of the fund was taken
over by the trustee have failed to pay interest
or principal when due.

Respectfully submitted,
Lillian W. Thompson, Chairman
Helen E. Northrop, Secretary
Marion Bebb, Treasurer
Alice Camerer, International Treasurer
Agnes Treat, Vice-President
Millicent L. Hoffman, Grand President
Members of Gamma Phi Beta Endowment-
Crescent Board

gamma phi beta Crescent fund
DATED JANUARY 14, 1932

Recapitulation
Bonds at par $46,000.00
Stocks at par 8,000.00
Notes at par 7,000.00
Real Estate 0.00
Miscellaneous 0,00

Total $61,000,00

At the close of business June 5, 1934
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$1,000 Aluminum Company of America, S/F
Deb. 5s, due 3-1-52, C.Ex.-T.F.C. Int. Pay. M
& S 1�$25.00.

$2,000 American Smelting & Refining Co.,
1st 30-yr. A 5s, due 4-1-17, C.Ex.-T.F.C. Int.
Pay. A & O 1�$50.00.

$1,000 American Telephone & Telegraph Co.,
35-yr. Deb. 5s, due 2-1-65, C.Ex.-N.T.F. Int.
Pay. F & A 1�$25.00.

$3,000 Central Arizona Light and Power
Company, 1st 5s, due 6-1-60, C.Ex.-N.T.P. Int.
Pay. J & D 1�$75.00.

$1,000 Detroit Edison Company, Gen. & Ref.
"A" 5s, due 10-1-49, C.Ex.-N.T.F. Int. Pay.
A & O 1�$25.00.

$2,000 Dominion of Canada, Government of,
30-yr. 5s, due 5-1-52, C.Ex.-Fgn.N.T.F. Int.
Pay. M & N 1�$50.00.

$3,000 General Baking Company, 10-yr. S/F
Deb. 5^s, due 4-1-40, C.Ex.-T.F.C. Int. Pay.
A & O 1�$82.50.

$2,000 Hannibal, Missouri, Marion County,
School District of, 4y2S, due 2-1-52, Ex. Int.
Pay. F & A 1�$45,00.

$1,000 Idaho Power Company, 1st 30-yr.
American Ser. 5s. due 1-1-47, C.Ex.-N.T.F. Int.
Pay. J & J 1�$25.00.

$1,000 Illinois Bell Telephone Co.. 1st & Ref.
"A" 5s, due 6-1-56, C.Ex.-N.T.F. Int. Pay. J
& D 1�$25.00.

$1,000 Illinois Power and Light Corporation,
1st & Ref. "A" 6s. due 4-1-53, C.Ex.-T.F.C. Int.
Pay. A & q l-;-$30.00.

$1,000 Illinois Power and Light Corporation,
1st & Ref. "C" 5s. due 12-1-56, C.Ex.-T.F.C.
Int. Pay. T & D 1�$25.00.

$1,000 Illinois Steel Company, Deb. 4^s. due
4-1-40, C.Ex.-T.F.C. Int. Pay. A & O 1�$22.50.

$1,000 Indiana & Michigan Electric Co., 1st
& Ref. Ss, due 3-1-55, C.Ex.-T.F.C. Int. Pay.
M & S 1�$25.00.

$1,000 Indianapolis Power & Lia;ht Company,
1st "A" 5s. due 1-1-57, C.Ex.-T.F.C. Int. Pay.
J & J 1�$25.00.

$1,000 Jersey Central Power & Light Co.. 1st
& Ref. 20vr.- "B" 5s, due 8-1-47, C.Ex.-T.F.C.
Int. Pay. F & A 1�$25.00.

$2,000 Kern Realtv Corp., 1st Leasehold Ser.
5^s, due 9-15-38, C.Ex.-T.F.C. M & S 15. Rep
resented by Detroit Trust Co. C/D.

$1,000 Los Angeles Gas & Electric Corp.. 1st
& Gen. 5s, due 9-1-61, C.Ex.-T.F.C. Int. Pay.
M & S 1�$25.00.

$1,000 Narragansett Electric Company, 1st
"A" 30-yr. Ss, due 1-1-57, C.Ex.-T.F.C. Int. Pay.
J & J 1�$25.00.

$3,000 New England Gas and Electric Asso
ciation, Conv. Deb, Ss. due 5-1-50, C.Ex.-N.T.P.
Int. Pav. M & N 1�$75,00,

$1,000 Northern States Power Company. 1st
& Ref. 25-yr. A 5s, due 4-1-41, C.Ex.-TN.T.F.
Int. Pay. A & O 1�$25.00.

$2,000 Pennsylvania Railroad Company, 40-
vr. Deb. AV^s, due 4-1-70, C.Ex.-N.T.P. Int.
Pay. A & O 1�$45.00.

$2,000 Pillsbury Flour Mills Company, 1st
20-yr. 6s, due 10-1-43, C.Ex.-T.F.C. Int. Pay.
A & O 1�$60.00.

$1,000 Pittsburgh, Cincinnati, Chicago & St.
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Louis Railway Co., Cons. Mtg. C 4Ks, due
11-1-42, C.Ex.-T.F.C. Int. M & N 1�$22.50.

$1,000 Railway Express Agency, Inc., Ser. A
Ss, due 3-1-38, C.Ex.-N.T.F. Int. Pay. M & S
1�$25.00.

$1,000 Railway Express Agency, Inc., Ser. A
Ss, due 3-1-40, C.Ex.-N.T.F. Int. Pay. M & S
1�$25.00.

$2,000 Swift & Company, 1st S/F Ss, due
7-1-44, C.Ex.-T.F.C. Int. Pay. J & J 1�$50.00.

$2,000 United Power and Light Corp. of
Kansas, 1st 20-yr. "B" Ss, due 2-1-47, C.Ex.-
T.F.C. Int. Pay. F & A 1�$50.00.

$900 U. S. of America. 4th L.L. 4j4s, due
10-15-38, Ex. Int. Pay. A & O IS�$19.12.

$1,100 U. S. of America, Treasury 3J4s, due
8-1-41, Ex. Int. Pay. F & A 1�$17.87.

$2,000 West Penn Power Company, 1st "E"
Ss, due 3-1-63, C.Ex.-T.F.C. Int. Pay. M & S
1�$50.00.

General Motors Corporation, SO Shs. Com.
Stk., $10 par�$500. M & S-J & D 12, $.25 per
sh.�$12.50.

Quaker Oats Company, 10 Shs. 6% Cum.
Pfd. Cap. Stk., $100 par�$1,000. F & A-M & N
31, $1.50 per sh.�$15,00,

Parke, Davis and Company, 20 Shs. Cap.
Stk., N.P.V. J & J-A & O 1, $.25 per sh.�$5.00.

Standard Brands, Incorporated, 40 Shs. Com.
Stk., N.P.V. J & J-A & O 2, $.25 per sh.�
$10.00.

F. W. Woolworth Company, SO Shs. Cap.
Stk., $10 par�$500.00. M & S-J & D 1, $.60 per
sh.�$30.00.

$3,500 James A. & Mary L. Bloomer. 6%>
1st C/M Note to Yield Syifo, due 8-20-36.
Int. Pay. F & A 20�$96.25.

$3,500 Eugene C. & Sarah Hoadley, 5'/^%
1st C/M Note, due 11-28-36. Int. Pay. M & N
28�$96.25.

Harris Trust and Savings Bank
B. A. Brannen, Asst. Auditor

Finance Statistical Bureau

To the Members of Gamma Phi Beta in

Convention Assembled:
This report of the activities of the Finance

Statistical Bureau is submitted.
The bureau, authorized by the Bemidji con

vention, has been at work for two years and
a half, reviewing the sorority's property invest
ment and the various means of operation and
financing. We began by mailing to all groups
a questionnaire on Valuation and Operation.
Twenty-five, out of twenty-nine groups operat
ing or owning houses, responded. From these
replies we learned that the sorority has
$986,254 invested in property, plus the value of
the four properties not included, that only four
groups are exempt from taxation, that there
have been two methods most frequently em

ployed in obtaining funds for construction, one
by way of a mortgage to be paid off through
gifts and pledges and profits, and the other
by way of a loan from a financing companv, a

building and loan, or from a university, calling
for easy land contract payments. We found
that, in the beginning, groups had had trust-
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worthy legal advice, that all had been ade
quately insured, but that alumnae had relaxed
their vigilance as time passed and that fre
quently groups had fallen into haphazard meth
ods of operation, or that the responsibility had
been shoved back and forth until no one had
the necessary information on the property's
present indebtedness. We found that many
groups had no idea how to prepare the semi
annual audit, as decreed by the constitution,
hence our next step was the uniform audit
blank, followed by the fixed dates when these
shall be due. These blanks have greatly facili
tated the checking of the returns and make a

far more presentable report to submit to Grand
Council.
In studying the audit figures we discovered

that many groups did not really comprehend
the bookkeeping system advocated at the Be
midji convention. We found active girls making
feeble attempts at house management, many
cases where cancelled checks and bank balances
had not been reconciled in years. We found
some groups operating illegally, allowing
minors to make contracts and the two fields
badly confused� those of landlord and tenant.
The sorority needed to revise its business meth
ods. To do so we needed a common plan of
operation�one which will outline a procedure
step by step, which shall be uniform, easy to

follow, yet business-like, comprehensive yet
analytical. Many auditing companies have tried
to sell us their services�much to their personal
advantage it must be said, but the Finance Sta
tistical Bureau spurns them all because they
cover only the field of operation of the house
and commissary and completely lose sight of
the amortization of the corporation's debt.

The bureau has outlined a procedure which
really correlates the various fields and which
tends to develop each individually and the
whole in its proper relation. The bureau has
also submitted a uniform bookkeeping system
to be used throughout the sorority. Three chap
ters were designated to try out this system for
the year and all active chapter treasurers have
been ordered to adopt it.
Following is the explanation of the proced

ure :

1) There shall be two distinct divisions:
a) The Corporation
b) The Chapter

2) There shall be two distinct funds :

a) House Funds
b) Chapter Funds

These shall be separate and neither shall pay
losses for the other.

The Corporation shall be responsible for the
management of the chapter house, through its
officers, chosen at an annual meeting from
among alumnas who have paid in full their
assessments to the building fund. These officers
shall keep the property in repair, attend to all
payments of taxes, insurance, principal, and in
terest. They shall choose an adult business
manager to collect and dispense money from
room, board, and building pledges, who shall

be bonded and audited, who shall know good
business practice and give, at stated times, a

trial balance to the corporation. The corpora
tion shall rent the chapter house to the active
members either as a group or as individuals,
though the Bureau favors the latter method.

The Active Chapter shall name its treasurer
to collect and dispense money from dues (ac
tive and pledge) from fees (pledge and initia
tion) and from taxes (social, etc.).

The bookkeeping system for the two divi
sions is the same, dividing the ledger into four
parts :

a) Corporation:
1. House Bills
2. Cash Record
3. Check Disbursement
4. Journal

b) Chapter:
1. Chapter Bills
2. Cash Record
3. Check Disbursement
4. Journal

It runs in double entry and classifies income
into proper divisions and expenditures as well.
The Journal builds up the story of the gain or

loss for each month and for the year.
At separate meetings of alumnae and actives

I shall go into detail explaining the procedure
and the bookkeeping system and I shall be
available for conferences at all times.
It is the earnest desire of the Bureau that at

this convention haphazard methods shall be dis
carded and that we may learn good practice and
business-like operation for our going businesses
whether their annual turnover \x. $3,000 or

$25,000.
Respectfully submitted,

Florence S. Sullivan
Chairman

Publicity

Madam President and Members of Gamma
Phi Beta in Convention Assembled :

Although a great deal of progress has been
made in publicity work, there is room for much
improvement. Some of the chapters are far
more conscientious than others�Epsilon, Kap
pa, Gamma and the California chapters have
had particularly outstanding publicity, I think.

The newspapers have been very co-operative,
and I feel that is by far the most successful
medium for dignified publicity. This work
should be continued by all means.
However, the best chance for publicity this

summer is word of mouth. Talk up Gamma
Phi Beta to rushees�know the assets of your
sorority and tell others!

Respectfully submitted,
Louise Marston

Chairman

Editor of "The Crescent"

When the Crescent came under the
guardianship of the present editor, she was a

mere child in gay socks, perky hair ribbons,
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and ruffled skirts. With infinite delight, the fos
ter parent has pulled up the socks, has
smoothed the hair ribbons, has straightened
the ruffles, and conscientiously has regarded
the future of the wee maiden. The passing
years have provided a background, have quick
ened perception, and have provided a normal
course of development ; and now, a finished
product emerges�the Lady Crescent, very
charming in her robe of double brown, very
poised in the acquisition of her thirty years.
Watch her as she stands in her library and
takes from their shelves certain volumes
marked 1931-1932; 1932-1933; 1933-1934. And
watch her carefully� for only five minutes are

granted to her for the exposition of the con

tents of these chosen books.
The first volume�Convention Number�tells

of the glories and achievements of the Bemidji
gathering. The December number introduces to
the sorority Alpha Tau, our newest Canadian
link. The year 1932 includes Alumtice Number,
reports the splendid Beta anniversary, devotes
an issue to the seniors, and tells all about Al
pha Phi Chapter. 1933 holds Library Number,
Alpha Chi Number, Alumnce Number, and Past
President Number; while 1934 stresses the
present convention at the Broadmoor through
the medium of Before Convention Number and
Province Five Number. All through the pages
she finds chapter achievements, individual at
tainments, Panhellenic news, college informa
tion; while the Pictorial Department proves a

popular innovation. And it is at this point that
the Lady Crescent refers to her note book.
"Twelve issues," she murmurs, "and only one

in which chapter letters do not appear. Six is
sues for college letters, six issues for alumnae
letters. How does the record stand?" And upon
investigation, she finds that fifteen Greek-letter
chapters�out of forty-four�have fulfilled
their obligations and have not missed a letter:
Delta, Theta, Lambda, Nu, Pi, Rho, Sigma,
Tau, Phi, Alpha Eta, Alpha Theta, Alpha Kap
pa, Alpha Omicron, Alpha Rho, Alpha Tau.
One letter only has been omitted by lieta, Ep
silon, Eta, Xi, Omicron, Omega, Alpha Alpha,
Alpha Beta, Alpha Delta, Alpha Epsilon. Alpha
Iota, Alpha Lambda, Alpha Mu, Alpha Nu, Al
pha Xi, Alpha Pi. Half of the required num

ber of letters has been contributed by Gamma,
Zeta, Kappa, Mu, Psi, Alpha Zeta, Alpha Phi,
Alpha Chi.
Turning to the alumnae record, she discovers

that only Des Moines, Reno and Minneapolis
have perfect representation, while one omission
has been credited to Berkeley, Champaign-
Urbana, Chicago, Cleveland, Colorado Springs,
Dallas, Dayton, Fargo, Kansas City, Los An

geles, Madison, New York, Omaha, Portland,
St. Louis, Syracuse and Toronto.

She turns another page. Things That Have
Helped is the heading, and under it are such
items as�Voluntary contributions ; Books by
members of Gamma Phi Beta for review;
Newspaper clippings concerning chapter affairs
and chapter distinction ; Typewritten letters ;

Promptness of correspondents; Personal let

ters of commendation, appreciated in the maxi
mum degree even if, sometimes, they are not

acknowledged.
And still another page ! Things That Have

Hindered is the heading, and here she finds��

Manuscripts written on both sides of the paper;
Delay; Too little postage, meaning a collection
at the other end of the line ; Special deliveries
at the dead of night ; Persistent use of the
word school for college; more than persistent
misspelling of the word, Panhellenic; the stub
born designation of graduate members as

A-L-U-M-N-I.
Lady Crescent closes her book and writes

rapidly. Looking over her shoulder, we read :

matters for convention CONSIDER.VnON

1. Since chapter letters seem to have lost
in great part the literary finish of other years,
would it be more advisable to gather from each
chapter such items of interest as may be pre
sented by the editor in different form.

2. Is it more satisfactory to alumnae mem

bers to have the letters and personals from
their respective chapters as they have always
appeared.

3. Is there a suggestion of any kind concern

ing any phase of the magazine.
4. Since few articles are offered voluntarily,

is it possible to devise a system whereby inter
esting information for our pages will be the
responsibility of every member.
And�the five minutes are up !

Respectfully submitted,
Lindsey Barbee

Editor of The Crescent

Music

Since taking over the Chairmanship of Mu
sic in September, 1933, we have sold 124 Song
Books. We have remaining to be sold 240. It is
to be hoped that the active chapters particu
larly will realize the desirability and the ad
visability of ordering Song Books in the fall
for the incoming pledges.

We have also arranged for the Song Contest
to be held during convention. Inasmuch as the
Convention Committee very graciously ar

ranged the music for convention, your Chair
man's task has consisted mostly of sending out
Song Books when ordered.

Respectfully submitted,
Allis Haren
Chairman

Scholarship, Literary Exercises and

Examinations

Madam President and Members of Gamma
Phi Beta in Convention Assembled:
The chairman was appointed in December,

1933, to succeed Mrs. Leroy Burlingame. The
literary exercises for the year had been sent
out by Mrs. Burlingame and comprised in
formation concerning prominent members of
the sorority and essay dealing with the trends
in modern education. The questions sent out
the following spring were based on these ex

ercises, the chapter roll, and the names of the
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members of Grand Council. In the summer of
1933 exercises for the year 1933-34 were sent
out by the present chairman. These were com

posed of exercises on parliamentary law, based
on Robert's Rules of Order, in addition poems
written by members of Gamma Phi Beta were

included to lighten the otherwise rather heavy
sections on parliamentary law. The examina
tion questions sent out in February were based
on the chapter roll, sorority information in gen
eral and the points on parliamentary law men

tioned in the Literary Exercises. The grades re

ceived by the various chapters follow :

Rho 98
Sigma 98
Theta 97
Lambda 96
Alpha Mu 96
Tau 95
Chi 95
Alpha Zeta 95
Psi 94.6
Alpha Omega . . .94
Beta 94
Omega 94
Alpha Omicron ..92
Gamma 92
Nu 92
Zeta 91
Mu 91
Alpha Rho 91
Eta 90
Kappa 90
Phi 90
Omicron 89

Epsilon 88
Alpha Beta 88
Alpha Sigma . . . .87.5
Alpha Delta 87.5
Alpha Epsilon . . .87.1
Alpha Gamma . . .87
Alpha 86
Xi 86
Alpha Theta ...,86
Alpha Iota 86
Alpha Pi 86
Alpha Lambda . . .84.6
Alpha Upsilon . . .83
Alpha Nu 83
Alpha Eta 83
Alpha Tau 82.5
Alpha Alpha ....81.4
Alpha Xi 81
Delta 80
Pi 80
Alpha Kappa . . . .77
Alpha Chi 94

I should like to recommend that Literary Ex
ercises and sorority examinations be abolished.
There has been some progress in scholarship

among some of the chapters during the past
two years. On the whole there has not, how
ever, been the advance we all desire. Whether
it is merely a characteristic of the youth of
today or not cannot be judged. This indictment
does not seem just however when we realize
that there are some chapters deserving of high
praise for their consistently high records. We
cannot place this praise exclusively with the
older chapters nor with the younger groups be
cause good scholarship does not confine itself
to either group exclusively. Whatever the rea

son for the poor Gamma Phi Beta rating found
on some campuses, the matter is a serious one

and deserves careful investigation. Every mem

ber of Gamina Phi Beta should realize that
improvement in scholarship and a more serious
attitude toward it will render harmless one of
the most dangerous weapons now in the hands
of the anti-fraternity advocates.
While necessarily our conclusions are based

for a great part on the grades received by the
individual members, there are other means of
judging a group: its comparative rank among
other Panhellenic groups, its average as com

pared to that of all university women, and its
general attitude toward scholarship glaringly
apparent in the sorority examination papers
sent in to this committee. These are all indica

tions of the direction in which the group is
going in the matter of scholarship. Sometimes
the indications are discouraging and at other
times they are actually inspiring. Basically the
whole matter seems to depend entirely on the
individual's sense of responsibility to her soror

ity obligations to say nothing of her obligations
to herself as a useful member of society. Per

haps the solution of our problem lies in a more

careful selection of material.
The following reports received from the

various chapters for the year 1932-33 give us a

fairly accurate picture of the scholastic stand
ings of the different chapters.

Name of
Chapter

Alpha . . .

Average of
University Panhellenic

Rank

Delta
Alpha Tau . . .

Alpha Upsilon

Chapter
Average Women

PROVINCE I

1.459 1.562 19/22
(sorority women

in this case)
B� not available 6/9

76-1- (approx.) not available not avail.
I J4 1.57 3/9

PROVINCE II

Beta
Epsilon
Alpha Alalia
Alpha Eta . . .

Alpha Nu . . .

Alpha Pi ...

81.75
4.200
satisfactory
1.8299
2.71
C-|-. Chapter
scholarship.

77.6
4.226

5/22
9/16

1.6764 12/16
2.74 5/7

received Panhellenic

PROVINCE III

Omicron 3.6259
Pi 73%
Sigma 1.89
Alpha Delta .. 2.1557
Phi 1.281
Alpha Theta . 1.731

3.5748
75.75%
1.55
2.10
1.4609 (sor.
1.745

PROVINCE IV

Gamma 1.790 1.560
Kappa 1.42
Rho 2.289 2.441
Omega 2.49
Alpha Beta . . 1.69
Alpha Kappa . 67.96
Alpha Omicron 86.3 84.1

PROVINCE V

Theta B�
Tau No record.
Psi 1.705
Alpha Zeta ... 72
Alpha Xi 1.761
Alpha Phi 82.19

8/13
18/21
3/15
15/17

av.) 11/11
4/6

5/21
4/25
I2th
3/11

Lambda
Nu
Xi

PROVINCE VI

2.653 2.649
1.444 1.398
4.478 4.667

Chi
Alpha Lambda

Eta
Mu .

1.4 1.5
66.71

PROVINCE VII

1.4

Alpha (;am:,a
Alpha Epsilon
Alpha Iota . . .

Zeta

2.1 2.2
2.9231 2.87
only pledge list received

PROVINCE VIII

C
Alpha Mu .... satisfactory
Alpha Rho ... no report
Alpha Sigma . 89.477
Alpha Chi . . .

5/8
1/6

4/11

4/15
6/1 5

10/15
2/4

8/23
8/19
8/8
13/13
3/8

4/7

3/6
7th

6/8

4/14
7/8

I should like in closing this report to sug
gest :

I�That some definite plan be laid for those
chapters which fail to maintain an average in
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scholarship equal to or above that of all uni
versity women.

II�That scholarship among the active chap
ters receive the emphasis it deserves.
Ill�That special recognition be given chap

ters with a high rating.
Respectfully submitted,

Alice W. Fitzgerald
Chairman

Camps

Madam President and Gamma Phi Beta in

Convention Assembled :

In 1929 when Gamma Phi Beta took over the
Denver Camp making it an international proj
ect and providing for its maintenance at the
convention of that year, there was a great need
for some such work, but no one could foresee
the greatly increased need that the next five
years were to bring. Even before the first camp
could be conducted by the international organi
zation an economic crisis had arisen in the
country and the camp could not accommodate
all the applicants. In 1931 the Vancouver Camp
was opened as there was just as great a need
in the Dominion as in the States.

Vancouver Camp has now been in operation
for three seasons and is quite as well organ
ized as the first camp.

Up to the present time there have been some

six hundred children cared for, most of these
have had two weeks in one of the camps. Some
have returned to the camps from year to year
and have had considerable more attention. The
question of returning children has been given
a great deal of consideration and due to many
insistent appeals a plan is now in effect where
by the last two-week period is devoted to re

peaters. Special records of these children are

being kept, so that by next convention there
should be some definite data from which to
draw conclusions as to how much more of a

permanent benefit Gamma Phi Beta is bestow
ing through this arrangement.

The personnel of each camp includes the
counselor-in-chief chaperone, five counselors,
cook, and twenty under-privileged children.
The Vancouver Mothers' Club chaperones that
camp, Mrs. Eggert and Mrs. Nichols did the
same for Denver a number of years but re

cently the housemother of Tau Chapter has
found this a most happy way of spending part
of her vacation time. The counselors come

from the sorority at large, they may be either
alumnas or members of Greek-letter chapters ;

pledges are not eligible. The children from
eight to twelve years must be under-privileged
but free from contagious disease or deformi
ties that require professional care.

The daily routine of camp provides health
and pleasure, very little educational work is at

tempted, two weeks pass quickly and with chil
dren of this type little can be accomplished
hurriedly. The local flora and fauna are studied
and enjoyed, the dresses sewed and some dra
matic work in the evenings completes the edu
cational program ; the remaining time is spent in
an endeavor to build up the run-down bodies.

The day starts at seven with flag raising and
setting-up exercises followed by a substantial
camp breakfast. The children divided into five
groups make the beds, wash dishes, set the
tables and clean the camp ; then there is a hike,
swim or ball game, next an hour of letter writ
ing or sewing. Dinner is at noon after which
the group in charge of dishes and tables quick
ly dispose of them and join the others in what
they term "free play" until nap time. Two
hours are devoted to rest; either sleep or just
day dreams. After a glass of milk to refresh
them they build sand castles, rock gardens and
make scrap-books. Supper is early and the twi
light hours are spent dramatizing some story
or singing. A story rounds out the day and
lights are out at nine. Supper is often changed
to a picnic or weinie roast and toasting marsh-
mallows around a camp-fire takes the place of
the dramatics. If there is a birthday at camp
there is also a cake and candles. As there are

always some cash donations enough of them
are used to provide ice cream once during the
two weeks. Usually there is a church nearby
where the children may attend Sunday-school
or the regular service. They are often asked
to provide the music and take great pride in
learning the hymns.

The general maintenance of the camps is
now approximately $2,000 per year; this comes

from the camp tax paid by all chapters and as

sociations. This tax provides the housing,
transportation, food, suits, shoes and a cook.
The houses rented are furnished but the
household equipment belongs to the camps.
Denver owns a sewing machine, bedding,
dishes, towels and has the money for a radio ;
Vancouver has bedding, cutlery, towels, small
library, radio and talking machine. All of the
aforementioned items as well as the dresses,
aprons, sunsuits, nightgowns, etc., are provided
by the chapters or individuals. Many chapters
now spend their time at meetings sewing or

knitting for the camps. The knitted afghans are

a new feature this season and will provide a

bright look in the dormitories as well as real
warmth ; the quilts, comforts and blankets give
no end of service.
In the Colorado Camp, at least. Gamma Phi

Beta is unique in that it is the only absolutely
free camp; this was true of any camp in the
U.S. at the time of the last survey ; however,
some others may have recently been put on the
same basis. Most camps charge a very nominal
fee or the child must bring her own bedding,
nearly always clothing is required and many
times transportation must be provided ; Gamma
Phi Beta asks none of these things ; the child
is transported, given a camping outfit, suit and
shoes. In Vancouver underwear, socks and a

sweat shirt are added ; as there is very little
need of wraps in the Denver Camp the child
wears whatever she brings but in a number
of cases the girl has nothing suitable to bring
and so a sweater or jacket has been procured.
These are always individual donations. Sunsuits,
bathing suits, aprons and nightgowns are pro
vided for use while in camp but not taken home,
these are laundered and used over and over
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being carefully packed at the close of camp for
next year. Some chapters and individuals who
have made nightgowns each year for the last
five may question this last statement as it is
hard to realize how much wear a gown really
receives in only six weeks a year or how many
it takes to keep forty girls clean at all times.
Each child makes a dress while she is in camp
which she wears home, this means that she has
two outfits suitable for play or school when
she returns; she has also been supplied with
the personal necessities.

The camp fund has suffered materially in
the last two years in proportion as the mem

bership of the alumnae chapters has decreased.
For this reason the third camp is still just a

goal to strive to attain. There is a great need
for this camp in several sections and it was

my earnest desire that such a camp be opened
ready to present to this convention as the Van
couver Camp was given to the 1931 convention ;
but rather than face the possibility of debt or
curtailing the two already accomplishing so

much it has been postponed for what I hope
will be but a short time.

A brief summary of camp activities has been
sent to each chapter annually. Requests for the
film have been granted whenever possible but
as certain seasons are particularly popular,
dates often conflict and cause some disappoint
ments ; occasionally trouble arises on the fron
tier due to inaccurate marking and the film is
delayed in the custom office. Gifts are much
appreciated and therefore acknowledged
promptly ; chapters not receiving such acknowl
edgments should write regarding them as some

packages are lost from time to time.
The Gamma Phi Beta camps are doing a

great deal to raise the morale as well as build
up the bodies of these children. Many chapters
have found it a real effort to pay their camp
tax during the past years yet the sacrifice has
been well repaid by what it has accomplished.
Beyond the good we've done perhaps we should
consider for a moment the selfish and personal
side. The camps have definitely identified Gam
ma Phi Beta in the ranks of the sororities do
ing really worthwhile social service work. Also
this phase of sororitv activity has been of great
value to the Canadian chapters in their rela
tions with the university authorities and the
townspeople. Coming to ourselves the camps
have formed a bond of internationalism never
before possible through the contacts of the
counselors.

Let us continue this work and make it grow
in proportion as we grow for "A little child
shall lead us."

Most respectfully submitted,
Kittie Lee Clarke

Chairman

Rushing

To THE Grand Council and Convention As
sembled :

Since the last convention, a rushing book
and letter file has been included as pnrt of the
equipment of each installation trunk. The books

are in loose leaf form and serve as a guide to

systematic rushing procedure. They are avail
able to old as well as new chapters.

Since 1931, periodic rushing bulletins have
been sent to all chapter rushing chairmen.

Beta and Alpha Pi Chapters were visited by
your chairman during the rushing seasons of
1931 and 1932 respectively.

Each letter of the word R U S H I N G is
significant and suggests the following points:
R for recommendations which are of primary

importance. Alumnae recommendations that
are based upon a long acquaintance with a

girl should be given most careful considera
tion. Extraordinary types of girls in the
high schools and junior colleges should be
sought out. Actives and alumnae should
scout for good material throughout the
year.

U for unique entertainment which is as wel
come to a bewildered rushee as a cooling
breeze. Little or no money need be spent
to produce smart, crisp and "to the point"
interludes of entertainment during an after
noon or evening.

5" for system wherein lies the secret of a suc

cessful rush season. Organize every phase
of rushing down to the most minute detail.
It pays when pledge day comes around.

H is for harmony which is a prerequisite to a

successful rush season. Rushees are quick
to sense a feeling of tension in a group. Re
flect pride in Gamma Phi Beta by maintain
ing a friendly, happy spirit in the chapter.

I is for intelligence in handling rushees which
eliminates concentration upon some and to

tally ignoring others. Do not segregate
rushees.

N is for neatness of house and personal ap
pearance which usually gives the rushee her
first impression.

G is for gold, money. Be assured of sufficient
funds to carry on rushing. To have money
for rushing is as important as it is to have
money to pay the food bills for the chap
ter house. Without rushing and the subse
quent pledging, there will be no chapter to
need food later on. Give rushing a definite
place in the annual budget. Unless you are

prepared to defray all expenses of girls who
are financially unable to join a sorority, it is
unwise to take them.

Respectfully submitted,
Gladys O. Barland
International Chairman

4. CONVENTION COMMITTEES

Parliamentarian
Madam President and Gamma Phi Beta in

Convention Assembled:
The rules of procedure for the convention

are :

1. Each Greek-letter chapter shall be en

titled to one delegate to convention.
2. Each alumnae chapter shall be entitled to

one delegate to convention.
3. In the transaction of business at conven-
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tion, each chapter shall be entitled to one vote.
4. Associations may have a voice, but no

vote, at convention.
5. Visitors may have the privilege of the

floor.
6. No delegate may speak twice to any ques

tion until everyone desiring to speak has been
heard.

7. Each delegate or visitor speaking to a

question or making a motion shall give her
name and the group she represents.

8. Each motion must be written by the
maker and sent at once by a page to the sec

retary.
9. As the reports of officers include recom

mendations, the convention is asked to receive
and not to accept the reports.

10. The length of discussions shall be lim
ited at the discretion of the chair.

11. In all matters not provided for in the
constitution, Robert's Rules of Order shall be
the official guide for the convention.

Respectfully submitted,
Dorothy Jennings
Parliamentarian

Nominating Committee

Madam President and Members of Gamma
Phi Beta in Convention Assembled:
The nominating committee wishes to submit

the following ticket for offices of Grand Coun
cil :

For the office of Grand President: Mrs. Ar
thur Hoffman of Kappa and Minneapolis Chap
ters.
For the office of Grand Vice-president : Mrs.

Loring Lennox of Theta and Colorado Springs
Chapters ; and Mrs. William Wyatt of Theta
and Denver Chapters.
For the office of Grand Treasurer: Miss

Alice Camerer of Rho and Detroit (Chapters.
Respectfully submitted,

Lou Lou Bryan
Chairman

Findings

Madam President, Members of Grand Coun
cil and Gamma Phi Betas in Convention
Assembled;
The Findings Committee has given careful

consideration to the reports and discussions of
this convention and wishes to submit the fol
lowing report:
Endowment-Crescent Board :

1. We recommend that the Endowment-
Crescent Board use all the income from the
Endowment Fund, with the exception of the

Lindsey Barbee $500.00 Fellowshin. for the gen
eral good of the sorority which shall include
expenses of Central Office, co-organizers and
chapter inspection.

2. We recommend that the Endowment-
Crescent Board establish a revolving fund, not
to exceed $5,000.00 for

a. scholarships
b. loans to girls to assist in their edu

cation
International Camps :

We recommend that the $100.00 gift from
Epsilon be used to start an endowment fund
for the international camps.
Expansion :

We recommend that the convention go on

record as favoring southern and eastern expan
sion, considering only institutions of the high
est rank. It is further recommended that new

charters be granted only when there are ade
quate funds to give them any necessary as

sistance.
Crescent :

In response to the request of the Crescent
Editor, we recommend :

a. That the alumnas and active letters be re

tained in the Crescent in their present form.
b. That chapters assume greater responsi

bility in sending in publicity and original con
tributions to the Crescent and the Internation
al Publicity Chairman.

c. That the Crescent Editor co-operate with
the Educational Department in all matters of
policy to the fullest extent.
Publicity:
a. We recommend that chapter publicity

chairmen be appointed with special attention
to the qualifications necessary for such a posi
tion.

b. That the exchange of chapter news letters
with other international chapters be stressed.

Chapter administration:
a. We recommend that active chapters in

still into their initiates the fact that the pur
chasing of a pin from other than the official
jeweler is a misdemeanor and an act of dis
loyalty to their sorority.

b. We recommend that chapters give serious
consideration to the election of officers who
will be conscientious in making reports and
fulfilling the duties of their offices promptly.

c. We recommend that no one be exempt
from sorority examinations except the person
giving the examination.

d. We call attention to the fact that the
officers of all alumnae chapters and associations
must be members in good standing.

Respectfully submitted,
Lois M. Dehn, Chairman
Vera Ann Engdahl
Julia F. Gibson
Christine Copus
Alice Fitzgerald

Resolutions

Madam President and Members of Gamma
Phi Beta in Com-ENTiON Assembled:
The committee on resolutions begs to sub

mit the following report :

Be it resolved that the Gamma Phi Beta so

rority in convention assembled, express its
gratitude to Mrs. Louise R. Wyatt, General
Chairman of convention ; to the chairmen of
the several convention committees, and to
all chapters in Province V which have planned
and so successfully carried out the detailed ar

rangements for convention which have added
materially to our comfort and pleasure dur
ing our stay at the Broadmoor.
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Be it further resolved that we express our

appreciation to the management of the Broad
moor Hotel for their courteous and efficient
service.

Be it resolved that we express our gratitude
to the president, the officers of the Council and
their assistants, and our admiration for the
very efficient manner in which the business of
the convention has been handled and also for
the plans which have been carried out for the
good of the sorority.

Be it resolved that we express to Mr. Ray
Frey and the Frey-Cunningham Company, our
gratitude for the very capable handling of all
convention printing.

Be it resolved that we express to the L. G.
Balfour Company our gratitude for the prizes
and banquet favors.

And, be it resolved that a copy of these
resolutions be filed with the secretary and
copies of same be sent to the interested parties.

Respectfully submitted,
Marian B. Scott, Chairman
Harriett H. Flint
Jane Holabird
Constance Etz
Phae Van Dusen

Scholarship

As a prelude to its findings on the matter of
scholarship, this commitee wishes to restate
the decisions regarding scholarship which have
originated in previous conventions. These de
cisions are binding and are as follows :

1. Every chapter shall keep a record of each
member's scholarship on file in the chapter
house from her pledge day until she leaves
college.

2. Any initiated member who has failed in
5 hours of her work shall be placed on pro
bation in the chapter until her record is pass
ing. By probation is meant that she shall have
her social privileges taken away.

3. The chapter that is in the lower half of
all Panhellenic sororities on her campus shall
be on probation nationally. By probation is
meant that it shall be deprived of its vote in
national matters.

4. Chapters will give more attention to real
scholarship and less to the competitive side.

In meeting the request of the convention

The delegates and members of the various
alumnas chapters and associations met in room

501 at the conclusion of the general afternoon
session. The Vice-President, LaVerne Stover,
presided. Julia Gibson, Nashville, was appointed
acting secretary for the meeting.
Different systems of obtaining recommenda

tions were mentioned. Minneapolis requires
that a new girl be recommended by two alum
n.-e. These recommendations must be in writ
ing. At Berkeley blanks are sent to each alum-

that definite and drastic action be taken in the
matter of improvement of scholarship, we wish
to divide our report into two parts: First�

Suggestions for Promoting Good Scholarship:
1. We urge more selective rushing with spe

cial emphasis l>eing placed on scholarship. It is
suggested that chapters set scholarship limits
below which girls shall not be considered for
pledging. Look for girls with personality.

2. We urge that greater publicity be given
to awards for scholarship improvement and all
scholarship honors.

3. It is suggested that free discussion of im
portant questions of the day be encouraged,
this discussion to be led by various girls in
the chapter.

4. It is suggested that distinguished faculty
members be invited to dinner in order to bring
to the chapter the newest thoughts.

5. We urge greater attention to the chapter
library. Every chapter should have a library
board.

6. It is suggested that privileges which would
otherwise be granted only to seniors be be
stowed upon all those having high scholarship.
Our second division deals with Helpful Pun

ishments for Low Scholarship, and are as fol
lows:

1. As was recommended in Friday's session,
the names of delinquents should be sent into
International at the end of each semester. The
Grand Council will communicate with the de
linquents through the chapter president and
take action to assist the girl in her difficulties.
The action should take the following course:

International, through the Province Director
and the Alumna Adviser, shall appoint a strong
person to act as a dictator in the matter of
scholarship and shall apply helpful discipline
in a manner decided upon by this scholarship
dictator, the Province Director, and the Alum
na Adviser.

2. Refusal to co-operate in the matter of
scholarship will be interpreted as an act of dis
loyalty and will be dealt with as such.

Respectfully submitted,
Alice Fitzgerald, Chairman
Lillian W. Thompson
Mary Baker
Clare Freeman
Marie Murphy
Geraldine Benthey

na. who sends in any recommendation that she
wishes.
It should be understood that recommenda

tions may come from persons of good standing
who are not Gamma Phis.
The alumna's place during rush week was

discussed. Seattle reported that only one alum
na, acting as a representative for the entire
alumnae group, was the best plan. When there
are strong chapters, the alumnae should give
minor assistance, while in weak chapters all

III. Alumnas Meeting
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responsibility is carried by the alumnae. The
province director manages rushing at Okla
homa. Toronto has an alumna rush captain who
assists the college rush captain. Mrs. Keith
suggested that a list of rushees be read to the
alumnae. This prevents one undesirable girl
from bringing in other girls of the same type.

Immediate attention should be given any
recommendation sent in by an alumna. Printed
forms should be sent to an alumna when she
can recommend a girl. It was further empha
sized that no girl can be pledged without one

written recommendation.
The Dallas delegate felt that weak chapters

should be put on strict probation and that they
should be backed by the Grand Council and the
province director.

The alumna adviser should be elected with
the greatest care for she is the one who has
full authority over weak chapters. (In the
stronger chapters this is not true.) Her vote is
given precedence over all others.

Several interesting methods of assimilating
new alumnae into the chapters were presented.
Minneapolis and St. Paul have a pledge service
at the senior banquet, pinning ribbons on the
new alumnae. Others group their members into
dancing, bridge, young or old. Carnation break
fasts during commencement are dignified en

tertainments. Alumnae dues for each four year
girl are given free the first year. Some alumnae

The meeting of the delegates of Greek-let
ter chapters was called to order by Beatrice
Mcintosh, Lambda, chairman. The delegates of
all chapters, except Rho, responded to roll call.
The chairman introduced Mrs. Sullivan who

addressed the assembly on house and chapter.
finances. By means of several charts the neces

sity for all chapters to have both an audit and a

uniform bookkeeping system was explained. For
the correct audit each chapter was to possess
a ledger, file case, receipt blanks. The ledger
is important in that it contains (1) chapter bills,
(2) cash record, (3) check disbursement, and
(4) journals, both for the month and for the
semester. The house corporation audit is much
the same, but has in addition bill heads, dupli
cate deposit leaves and a file case for pledge
cards. The ledgers of the house corporation
were to show household bills, both for the
month and for the semester, cash record, check
disbursement, journals for the month and for
the semester, assets and liabilities, and the ac

counts receivable.
Mrs. Sullivan warned the girls that there

must be strict economy in houses and prompt
payment of all bills. Also the necessity that
all chapter houses should possess bill heads and
file cases for pledge cards was emphasized.
The chapter in making out its budget in the
fall should cut chapter dues to the limit and
eliminate all extravagant rushing costs.

chapters send representatives to the active
chapter meetings and vice versa.

Six chapters have scholarships which are

given to deserving girls to aid in furthering
their educations. Alpha has a revolving fund
out of which loans of $100 are lent. Two per
cent interest is charged. Various awards are

made to girls in their freshman year for high
grades. These awards and scholarships are de
rived from profits on the house.
In case there is no nearby chapter to help,

alumnae chapters and associations can rush girls
in the summer who are going to universities
where there are chapters of Gamma Phi Beta.
If the local Panhellenic has a rule against such,
a member of some other Greek-letter organiza
tion could be asked to attend.

Mrs. Finley asked that greater technique be
used in handling all appeals and requests. Be
gin with the local chapter and work gradually
up to the Grand Council.
The age-old question of how to collect dues

was discussed. Some chapters refuse to recog
nize members on the floor, others make extra
assessments.

Mrs. Sullivan explained in detail the new

bookkeeping system.
Jane Holabird moved to adjourn, seconded

and carried.
Respectfully submitted,

JtiLiA F. Gibson
Acting Secretary

Models of budgets were presented on the
chart. Type A illustrated a model from a chap
ter with twenty members, type B was for a

chapter house with twenty-five actives and
eighteen pledges. In this budget was included
in the receipts $25 for fines and pledge dues
of $1.50 per month.
A system of chapter bills was illustrated in

the correct form and it was suggested that the
adults collect bills as adult managers. The pur
pose of the check disbursement sheet is to keep
the numbers of checks for protection and to
show how much money the chapter spends and
how it is spent. A second check disbursement
sheet was shown for the benefit of chapters
who rent apartments. All chapters should keep
journals, one for the month and one for the
semester. Mrs. Sullivan closed her remarks by
warning all chapters to guard against the house
and chapter funds being misused.
The chairman introduced Geraldine Benthey,

Epsilon, who led the discussion on Co-opera
tion with Housemothers. She illustrated by giv
ing Epsilon's system of six assistant hostesses
who are all honor students, composing two
members from each of the sophomore, junior
and senior classes. The senior hostess is likely
to be the house president, and she rules the
town girls and assesses all penalties in the
house. By their various responsibilities, the
hostesses, who are paid $150 for their work.

IV. Greek-letter Chapters Meeting
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establish a definite relationship with the house
mother.
The delegate from Gamma, Ruth Powers,

asked if alumnae who used guest rooms should
be charged. Epsilon and Sigma delegates re

port that they charge alumnae. Psi Chapter
charges their alumnae for meals only. Alpha
reports a charge of twenty-five cents a night
for linen costs.
The Alpha delegate, Janet Wilbur, asked Ep

silon's system for meting out punishment and
the delegate from that chapter stated that girls
usually lost late date privileges. Marie Murphy,
Beta, suggested that further co-operation with
housemothers could be effected if the presi
dent would each week appoint two girls, as

Beta has done, to be responsible in the same

week of their appointment for the closing of
the house after late hours. Beatrice Mcintosh,
Lambda, recommended that difficulties with
housemothers should be settled by an active
alumna. Psi asked Geraldine Benthey, Epsilon,
the differentiation which Epsilon made between
senior, junior and sophomore actives.
Virginia Brayer, Omega, was asked by the

chairman to lead the discussion on building
up leadership in activities. Her recommenda
tions were as follows: (1) rushees were to be
selected carefully, (2) freshman pledges were

to be given points for the number of activities
in which they participate, a report of these
activities to be given at pledge meeting, (3)
active girls were to inform freshman pledges
about school activities, and it was advised that
seniors should use their influence to place de
sirable freshmen in activities. Mary Baker,
Kappa, asked how Omega had their girls
elected to offices in activities and mentioned
the merit system now functioning at the Uni
versity of Minnesota. The Alpha Epsilon dele
gate questioned Miss Baker as to whether men
played a part in the "merit system" of politics,
and the reply was that the men's politics and
the women's politics were entirely separate.
Katherine Sellars, Omicron, was introduced

by the chairman to lead the discussion on schol
arship. Her own chapter had raised its status
from seventeenth to eighth. The following were

the ways in which this feat was accomplished :

(1) pledges were sent to a study table in the
library with proctors to supervise them, (2)
there was complete silence in the house between
eight-thirty and ten o'clock, and during the
examination period, (3) pledges were allowed
no Sunday night dates, pledges with a D aver

age were allowed no Sunday afternoon dates,
(4) sophomores who made the advanced record
of four points were given the privilege of
Wednesday night dates, (5) town girls had
supervised study in the afternoon.
Virginia Shannon, Theta, explained that her

chapter took all social privileges from town

girls who were below average. Beatrice Young,
Alpha Kappa, asked for a suggestion besides
rules since rules may always be evaded.
Phae Van Dusen, Alpha Lambda, explained

their honor system whereby a girl is expected
to sign a slip that she has studied forty hours

a week. Ruth Powers, Gamma, reported how
in her chapter all fines for delinquent scholar
ship had been abolished and a campaign for
more careful selection of pledge mothers was

begun to help raise the chapter rating.
Helen Harlan, Epsilon, urgently recom

mended that pledge mothers should start the
pledges out with right habits of study. She
further explained the advisable method of turn
ing over a part of the pledge meeting to a

discussion of scholarship and professors on the
campus to increase stimulation in studying.
The chairman called for a resolution on

scholarship, but Gail McCready, Nu, objected
saying the matter was really up to the individ
ual chapters and had to be dealt with according
to local conditions. Ruth Powers, Gamma,
stressed careful selection of pledge mothers.
Marie Murphy, Beta, requested that the

chairman should ask Mary Baker, Kappa, to
restate the details which she had previously
presented to the convention assembled in the
morning session regarding the drastic action
taken by another competing sorority in a drive
to raise its scholarship.
The discussion of scholarship was left in

complete as no decision could be reached and
the chairman called on the Phi delegate to ad
dress the assembly on alumnae cooperation.
Miss Tarling illustrated that both the actives
and alumnae worked together on rush parties,
dances and a Founders Day dinner. Janet Wil
bur, Alpha, reported the system of the Alpha
alumnae whereby an alumna takes the "active"
little sister appointed to her out to lunch for
the purpose of talking about college problems
and getting better acquainted.
Mary Baker, Kappa, described rushing in a

typical city college, University of Minnesota.
All rushing takes place the first week in the
fall term. The rushing chairman writes for
suggestions to surrounding chapters.
Marie Murphy, Beta, was asked by the chair

man to discuss rushing on a campus where the
college is not located in a city. As a typical
illustration, the University of Michigan is
guided by Panhellenic ruling. Teas are allowed
on the first two rush days. Dinners are re

quired to be simple without favors. Because of
this ruling. Beta chapter has found the greatest
success in informality, rushing with their
singing.
The delegate from Beta was of the opinion

that very little difference existed between the
rushing technique of a small college town and
of a city. Beta alumnas assist at the teas.

Doris Cherry, Zeta, explained her chapter's
system of summer rushing. Zeta's delegate as

well as Alpha Chi's, Marcia Smith, reported
the helpful use of a map for rushing which
had pictures of Gamma Phi houses located in
correct positions on the map.
Both Mary Lou Klauer, Alpha Sigma, and

Helen Hough, Psi, urged the necessity of
thanking all alumnas for information received
about rushees.
Janet Wilbur, Alpha, inquired about the suc

cess of charging a rushing fee. Helen Hough,
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Psi, replied that out of one hundred sixty girls
rushed at the University of Oklahoma, one hun
dred fifty were taken by sororities.
Geraldine Benthey, Epsilon, asked that dis

cussion on scholarship be reopened. Her sug
gestion was that all chapters below the scholar
ship average should be deprived of social privi
leges. From the floor came several objections
which implied that Panhellenic should handle
the situation.
Virginia Shannon, Theta, suggested that a

recommendation should be made to the Find
ing's Committee, advising action to be taken

by the national scholarship chairman. Marie
Murphy, Beta, suggested that whatever action
was to be taken, should be strong. Gail Mc
Cready, Nu, objected on the ground that schol
arship was a matter of personal pride.
The chairman called for the Censor, Vera

Ann Engdahl to give her report. The report of
the meeting was orderly with the exception of
a lack of uniformity in addressing the chair.
The meeting was dismissed at five-thirty o'clock
by the chairman.

Respectfully submitted,
Fanny Marshall
Acting Secretary

V. 1936 Convention Invitation

Province VI of Gamma Phi Beta extends to this body in convention assembled a cordial invi
tation to hold within Province VI the convention of 1936.

Lou W. Beck
Director, Province VI

VI. Deceased Members Honored at Memorial Service

Ida May Reese Stebbins
Ella Louise Boomer Howard
Irene Baltzel
Mabel Beth Cook Campbell
Florence Deuel Cassady
Martha Schultze Chandler
Myrtle D. Clark
Augusta Briggs Fay
Ruth Holdredge
Elsbeth MacGoodwin Hooker
Jennie Willson Smith

beta

Harriet Taylor Summers
Doris Sprague Fraser

GAMMA

Beatrice Barnes Tormey
Agnes Boeing Ilsley
Edith Crane Reinhardy
Blanche Douglas Zimmer
Ethel Dow Anderson
Carol Goodyear Tolerton

EPSILON

Francis Jenks
Beulah Huston Liscom

ZETA

Jessie Woodrow Wilson Sayre

THETA

Ethel Avery Woodworth

LAMBDA

Elfreda Smith
Pearl McGrath Engle
Vivian Lieberg Porter

MU

Edith Wallace

OMICRON

Augusta Krieger Ekblaw
Leonore Latzer Gilloon

Merle Adams

RHO

Eneatha Kenyon
Hope Heffner Meyer

SIGMA

Dorothy Markley Blase

OMEGA

Josephine Dobson
Mary Kraetsch

ALPHA BETA

Helen House
Alvira Anderson

ALPHA GAMMA

Norma Robinson Barnard

ALPHA DELTA

Elsa Peabody
ALPHA XI

Mable Fowler Gram

ALPHA RHO

Margaret Alford
ALPHA SIGMA

Mildred Wellington
ALPHA PHI

Janice Greenwood
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THETA

Barbara Hitchings
Georgette Dean

VII. Convention Initiates
TAU

Alice White

PSI

Mary Martineau

VIII. Official Delegates
Alpha�Janet Wilbur
Beta�Marie Murphy
Gamma�Ruth Powers
Delta�Fanny Marshall
Epsilon�Geraldine Benthey
Zeta�Doris Cherry
Eta�Dixie Weber
Theta�Virginia Shannon
Kappa�Mary Baker
Lambda�Beatrice Mcintosh
Mu�Mary Elizabeth Daane
Nu�Gail McCredie
Xi�Helen Neely
Omicron�Kathryn Sellers
Pi�Mary Louise Paul
Rho�Cherie McElhinney
Sigma�Julia Markham
Tau�Katherine Barkley
Phi�Qara Tarling
Chi�Alice Quigley
Psi�-Helen Hough
Omega�Virginia Brayer
Alpha Alpha�Christine Copus
Alpha Beta�Rosalie Foogman
Alpha Gamma�Dorothy Nason
Alpha ZJe/^a�Harriett Flint
Alpha Epsilon�Frances Davis
Alpha Zeta�Vera Ann Engdahl
Alpha Eta�Janet Zimmerman
Alpha Theta�Beatrice Beasley
Alpha Iota�Eleanor Day
Alpha Kappa�Beatrice Young
Alpha Lambda�Phae Van Dusen
Alpha Mu�Constance Etz
Alpha Nu�Mary Lou Kissell
Alpha Xi�Kathlyn Jackson
Alpha Omicro)i�Constance Heilman
Alpha Pi�Evah Andrick
Alpha Rho�Mary Jo Zuber
Alpha Sigma�Mary Louise Klauer

Alpha Tau�Claire Freeman
Alpha Upsilon�Anna Strong
Alpha Phi�Charlene Johnson
Alpha Chi�Marcia Smith
Alpha Psi�Mona Berndt
Baltimore�Helen B. Turnbull
Berkeley�Jane Holabird
Birmingham�Lena Margaret Powell
Boston�Frances McDuffee
Champaign-Urbana�Mildred Smith
Chicago�Mrs. Paul Borland
Cleveland�Mrs. B. J. Haggard
Colorado Springs�Mrs. W. T. Wear
Dallas�Uts. J. R. Ellis
Delaware�Gretchen JoHantgen
Denver�Mrs. John Thompson
Des Moines�Mrs. Clyde Doolittle
Detroit�Delphine Johnston
Iowa City�Mrs. Robert Gibson
Kansas City�Allis Haren
Los Angeles�Mrs. P. W. Lawrence
Madison�Mrs. George Johnson
Milwaukee�Mrs. R. E. Fitzgerald
Minneapolis�Rewey Belle Inglis
Nashville�Julia Gibson
New York�Mrs. Creed Neeper
Oklahoma City�Gene Carter
Omaha�Margaret Barker
Portland�Mrs. Lee Patterson
St. Louis�Elizabeth Henby
San Francisco�Mrs. Violet Keith
Seattle�Mrs. Wm. Dehn
Syracuse�Mrs. Walter Scott
Topeka�Iva Hayter
Toronto�Marxine Wrigley
Tulsa�Mrs. C. L. Baker
Vancotiver�Doris Shorney
Lincoln�Dorothy Clements
Dayton�Martha Vinson
Westchester-�Nancy Conklyn
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